VILLAGE OF WILMETTE
1200 Wilmette Avenue
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040
(847) 251-2700
FAX (847) 853-7700
TDD (847) 853-7634
EMAIL wilmette@wilmette.com

AGENDA FOR THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE
PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Tuesday, February 14, 2012
7:30 p.m.

ITEM:

1.0

ROLL CALL:

2.0

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
2.1

3.0

Approval of minutes of the Regular Board meeting held January 24, 2012.

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS:
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4.0

REPORTS OF OFFICERS:

*4.1 Consent Agenda (Any item removed from the Consent Agenda is subject to a fiveminute time limit):
6.11
6.12
6.13
6.14

6.15

Minutes, Appearance Review Commission.
Minutes, Plan Commission.
Appointment of the Land Use Committee as a Special Zoning Committee
to review proposed amendments to notice requirements for villageinitiated text amendments and rezonings.
ARC Report, Case #2012-AR-01, 1200 Central Avenue, Chase Bank
regarding a request for a sign variation to display two pedestrian signs per
frontage along the Central Avenue frontage, 12 th Street frontage and
western parking lot frontage.
ZBA Report, Case #2012-Z-01, 2426 Meadow Drive South regarding a
request for variations to permit the installation of an emergency standby
generator in accordance with the plans submitted; adoption of Ordinance
#2012-O-4.

6.21

Approval of Resolution #2012-R-9 approving investments as previously
authorized in the Illinois Public Treasurer’s Investment Pool (IPTIP).

6.31

Minutes, Transportation Commission.

6.41

Approval of a one-year contract extension, Arthur Weiler, Inc., Zion, IL for
tree planting.
Approval of contract, Emergency Vehicle Service Inc., Roselle, IL for Fire
Department apparatus preventative maintenance.
Approval of additional catch basin cleaning under the existing contract,
United Septic, Inc., Bristol, IL.
Approval of Resolution #2012-R-8 authorizing an Intergovernmental
Agreement with the Cook County Assessor for use of Geographic
Information System Data.

6.42
6.43
6.44

6.61
6.62
6.63

Minutes, Judiciary Committee.
Minutes, Judiciary Committee.
Adoption of Ordinance #2012-O-3 to increase the number of Class B
licenses to allow the liquor commissioner to issue a Class B liquor license
to Falafel Bistro (1154 Central Avenue).
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8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9

Notice of vacancy, Historic Preservation Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Appearance Review Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Historic Preservation Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Housing Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Housing Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Historic Preservation Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Appearance Review Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Transportation Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Transportation Commission.

9.1
9.2
9.3

Appointment, Transportation Commission.
Recommendation of reappointment, Building Code Board of Appeal.
Recommendation of reappointment, Building Code Board of Appeal.

4.2 Introduction of Steve Santacruz who is recommended for appointment to the
Transportation Commission.
4.3 Announcement of designation of Cathy Albrecht as Chair of the Transportation
Commission.
5.0

REPORT OF THE LIQUOR CONTROL COMMISSIONER:

6.0

STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:

6.1

LAND USE COMMITTEE REPORT:
*6.11 Presentation of minutes of the Appearance Review Commission meeting
held January 9, 2012.
*6.12 Presentation of minutes of the Plan Commission meeting held September
6, 2011.
*6.13 Appointment of the Land Use Committee as a Special Zoning Committee
to review proposed amendments to notice requirements for villageinitiated text amendments and rezonings.
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*6.14 Appearance Review Commission Report, Case #2012-AR-01, 1200
Central Avenue, Chase Bank regarding a request for a sign variation to
display two pedestrian signs per frontage along the Central Avenue
frontage, 12th Street frontage and western parking lot frontage.
*6.15 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2012-Z-01, 2426 Meadow Drive
South regarding a request for a 6.75’ side yard generator setback
variation and a 0.91 decibel sound variation to permit the installation of an
emergency standby generator in accordance with the plans submitted;
adoption of Ordinance #2012-O-4.
6.2

FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT:
*6.21 Approval of Resolution #2012-R-9 approving investments as previously
authorized in the Illinois Public Treasurer’s Investment Pool (IPTIP).

6.3

ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE REPORT:
*6.31 Presentation of minutes of the Transportation Commission meeting held
July 27, 2011.

6.4

MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE REPORT:
*6.41 Approval of a one-year contract extension in an amount not to exceed
$34,000 with Arthur Weiler, Inc., Zion, IL for tree planting.
*6.42 Approval of contract in the amount of $20,600 with Emergency Vehicle
Service Inc., Roselle, IL for Fire Department apparatus preventative
maintenance.
*6.43 Approval of additional catch basin cleaning under the existing contract in
an amount not to exceed $51,957 with United Septic, Inc., Bristol, IL.
*6.44 Approval of Resolution #2012-R-8 authorizing an Intergovernmental
Agreement with the Cook County Assessor for use of Geographic
Information System Data.

6.5

PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE REPORT:
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6.6

JUDICIARY COMMITTEE REPORT:
*6.61 Presentation of minutes of the Judiciary Committee meeting held June 14,
2011.
*6.62 Presentation of minutes of the Judiciary Committee meeting held June 28,
2011.
*6.63 Adoption of Ordinance #2012-O-3 to increase the number of Class B
licenses to allow the liquor commissioner to issue a Class B liquor license
to Falafel Bistro (1154 Central Avenue).

7.0

REPORTS FROM SPECIAL COMMITTEES:

8.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
*8.1

Notice of vacancy on the Historic Preservation Commission due to the
term expiration of William Shapiro.

*8.2

Notice of vacancy on the Appearance Review Commission due to the
resignation of Paul Holzman.

*8.3

Notice of vacancy on the Historic Preservation Commission due to the
term expiration of Kevin Kirkpatrick.

*8.4

Notice of vacancy on the Housing Commission due to the term expiration
of Polly Kuehl.

*8.5

Notice of vacancy on the Housing Commission due to the term expiration
of Jack Rosenberg.

*8.6

Notice of vacancy on the Historic Preservation Commission due to the
resignation of Raymond Pruchnicki.

*8.7

Notice of vacancy on the Appearance Review Commission due to the
resignation of Julie Wolf.

*8.8

Notice of vacancy on the Transportation Commission due to the term
expiration of Eileen Miller-Girson.
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*8.9
9.0

10.0

Notice of vacancy on the Transportation Commission due to the term
expiration of Clayton Weaver.

NEW BUSINESS:
*9.1

Appointment of Steve Santacruz to the Transportation Commission from
February 14, 2012 to February 14, 2016.

*9.2

Recommendation of reappointment of Michael Venechuk to the Building
Code Board of Appeal from March 2012 to March 2017.

*9.3

Recommendation of reappointment of Phillip J. Liederbach to the Building
Code Board of Appeal from March 2012 to March 2017.

ADJOURNMENT:
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Not yet approved

VILLAGE OF WILMETTE
1200 Wilmette Avenue
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040
(847) 251-2700
FAX (847) 853-7700
TDD (847) 853-7634
EMAIL wilmette@wilmette.com

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD
OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF WILMETTE, ILLINOIS HELD IN THE
COUNCIL ROOM OF SAID VILLAGE HALL, 1200 WILMETTE AVENUE,
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 24, 2012.
Item:
The Village President called the meeting to order at 7:36 p.m.
1.0

2.0

ROLL CALL:
President
Trustees

Absent:

Mike Basil

Staff Present:

Timothy J. Frenzer, Village Manager
Kathleen Gargano, Assistant Village Manager
Michael Zimmermann, Corporation Counsel
Barbara L. Hirsch, Deputy Village Clerk
Brigitte Mayerhofer, Director of Engineering.
Brian King, Chief of Police

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
2.1

3.0

Christopher S. Canning
Alan Swanson
Bob Bielinski
Cameron Krueger
Ted McKenna
Julie Wolf

Trustee Bielinski moved approval of minutes of the Regular Board meeting
held January 10, 2012, seconded by Trustee Krueger. All moved aye, the
motion carried.

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS:

1

4.0

REPORTS OF OFFICERS:
Village Manager Timothy Frenzer thanked Public Works, Fire Department and
Police Department employees for their exemplary service during the snow event
this past Friday.
Mr. Frenzer said Assistant Village Manager Kathleen Gargano and Public Works
Director Donna Jakubowski were presented today with the Project of the Year
Award from the American Public Works Association for the Wilmette Public Works
renovation and expansion that was completed in 2011. Mr. Frenzer thanked
Trustee Swanson and former Trustees Jim Griffith, Karen Spillers, and Mari
Terman who all worked very hard on the project.

4.1 Consent Agenda. Trustee Bielinski moved approval of the Consent Agenda as
follows:
6.11
6.12
6.13

Minutes, Appearance Review Commission.
Minutes, Zoning Board of Appeals.
Minutes, Zoning Board of Appeals.

6.21

Approval of Resolution #2012-R-7 approving investments as previously
authorized in the Illinois Public Treasurer’s Investment Pool (IPTIP).

6.31

Minutes, Housing Commission.

6.41

Adoption of Resolution #2012-R-6 for the appropriation of Motor Fuel Tax
(MFT) funds from the State of Illinois for the 2012 Street Resurfacing
Program.
Approval of contract, RJN Group, Wheaton, IL for the Separate Sanitary
System Hydraulic Modeling Project.

6.42
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7

Notice of vacancy, Historic Preservation Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Appearance Review Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Historic Preservation Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Housing Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Housing Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Historic Preservation Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Appearance Review Commission.

9.1
9.2

Reappointment, Appearance Review Commission.
Recommendation of appointment, Transportation Commission.
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9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6

Notice of vacancy, Building Code Board of Appeal.
Notice of vacancy, Building Code Board of Appeal.
Notice of vacancy, Transportation Commission.
Notice of vacancy, Transportation Commission.

Trustee Wolf seconded the motion. Voting yes: Trustees Swanson, Bielinski, Krueger,
McKenna, Wolf, and President Canning. Voting no: none. The motion carried.
4.2 Recognition of Police Officer Stephen Leigh.
Brian King, Chief of Police, introduced Sergeant Dan Strickland from the
Northbrook Police Department.
Sergeant Strickland said there was an accident in Northbrook in the summer of
2011 that involved four Korean students. Officer Stephen Leigh was recruited to
translate and work with Northbrook police officers on the case. Sergeant
Strickland thanked Officer Leigh for his cultural knowledge, calm demeanor, and
police professionalism in resolving the case successfully.
Officer Leigh said he was glad to have the opportunity to work with the Northbrook
Police Department and is happy to serve wherever his duties take him.
President Canning said it is amazing to have the Northbrook Police Department
personally attend a Village Board meeting to thank a fellow police officer for his
fine service. He thanked Officer Leigh for doing a great job and being a credit to
the Village of Wilmette.
4.3 Proclamation supporting the Wilmette Public Library’s 2012 “One Book, Everybody
Read” program.
President Canning read aloud the Proclamation.
5.0

REPORT OF THE LIQUOR CONTROL COMMISSIONER:
No Report.
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6.0

STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:

6.1

LAND USE COMMITTEE REPORT:

6.2

6.11

Presentation of minutes of the Appearance Review Commission meeting
held December 5, 2011 was handled with the Consent Agenda.

6.12

Presentation of minutes of the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting held
November 16, 2011 was handled with the Consent Agenda.

6.13

Presentation of minutes of the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting held
December 7, 2011 was handled with the Consent Agenda.

FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT:
6.21

6.3

ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE REPORT:
6.31

6.4

6.5

Approval of Resolution #2012-R-7 approving investments as previously
authorized in the Illinois Public Treasurer’s Investment Pool (IPTIP) was
handled with the Consent Agenda.

Presentation of minutes of the Housing Commission meeting held
September 30, 2011 was handled with the Consent Agenda.

MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE REPORT:
6.41

Adoption of Resolution #2012-R-6 for the appropriation of Motor Fuel Tax
(MFT) funds from the State of Illinois for the 2012 Street Resurfacing
Program was handled with the Consent Agenda.

6.42

Approval of contract in the amount of $133,385 with RJN Group,
Wheaton, IL for the Separate Sanitary System Hydraulic Modeling Project
was handled with the Consent Agenda.

PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE REPORT:
No Report.
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6.6

JUDICIARY COMMITTEE REPORT:
No Report.

7.0

REPORTS FROM SPECIAL COMMITTEES:
No Reports.

8.0

9.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
8.1

Notice of vacancy on the Historic Preservation Commission due to the
term expiration of William Shapiro was handled with the Consent Agenda.

8.2

Notice of vacancy on the Appearance Review Commission due to the
resignation of Paul Holzman was handled with the Consent Agenda.

8.3

Notice of vacancy on the Historic Preservation Commission due to the
term expiration of Kevin Kirkpatrick was handled with the Consent
Agenda.

8.4

Notice of vacancy on the Housing Commission due to the term expiration
of Polly Kuehl was handled with the Consent Agenda.

8.5

Notice of vacancy on the Housing Commission due to the term expiration
of Jack Rosenberg was handled with the Consent Agenda.

8.6

Notice of vacancy on the Historic Preservation Commission due to the
resignation of Raymond Pruchnicki was handled with the Consent
Agenda.

8.7

Notice of vacancy on the Appearance Review Commission due to the
resignation of Julie Wolf was handled with the Consent Agenda.

NEW BUSINESS:
9.1

Reappointment of Tim Sheridan to the Appearance Review Commission
from February 2012 to February 2017 was handled with the Consent
Agenda.
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10.0

9.2

Recommendation of appointment of Steve Santacruz to the Transportation
Commission from February 14, 2012 to February 14, 2016 was handled
with the Consent Agenda.

9.3

Notice of vacancy on the Building Code Board of Appeal due to the term
expiration of Philip Liederbach was handled with the Consent Agenda.

9.4

Notice of vacancy on the Building Code Board of Appeal due to the term
expiration of Michael Venechuk was handled with the Consent Agenda.

9.5

Notice of vacancy on the Transportation Commission due to the term
expiration of Eileen Miller-Girson was handled with the Consent Agenda.

9.6

Notice of vacancy on the Transportation Commission due to the term
expiration of Clayton Weaver was handled with the Consent Agenda.

ADJOURNMENT:
Trustee Bielinski moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:51 p.m., seconded by Trustee
Krueger. All voted aye, the motion carried.

Barbara L. Hirsch
Deputy Village Clerk
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VILLAGE OF WILMETTE
1200 Wilmette Avenue
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040
MEETING MINUTES
APPEARANCE REVIEW COMMISSION
MONDAY, JANUARY 9, 2012
7:30 P.M.
SECOND FLOOR TRAINING ROOM

Members Present:

William Bradford
Daniel Elkins
Craig Phillips
Tim Sheridan, Chairman
Carrie Woleben-Meade

Guests:

Tina Calhoun, 10 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL
Malcolm Whitley, 4 Dover Court, Westhampton, NJ
Chuck Zenn, 1727 Armitage Court, Addison, IL

Staff Present:

Lucas Sivertsen, Planner III

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Chairman Sheridan called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES; APPEARANCE REVIEW COMMISSION MEETING
OF DECEMBER 5, 2011
Mr. Bradford moved the Commission approve the December 5, 2011 meeting minutes as
amended. The motion was seconded by Mr. Elkins. Voting yes: Chairman Sheridan and
Commissioners Bradford, Elkins, Phillips, and Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The
motion carried.

III. CONSENT AGENDA
2012-AR-02, 605 Green Bay Road, Wilmette Bicycle & Sport Shop, Awning Sign
2012-AR-03, 1701 Sheridan Road, BMO Harris Bank, Ground and Wall Signs
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Mr. Elkins moved the Commission approve the Consent Agenda, which included Case
2012-AR-02, 605 Green Bay Road and Case 2012-AR-03, 1701 Sheridan Road. The
motion was seconded by Mr. Bradford. Voting yes: Chairman Sheridan and
Commissioners Bradford, Elkins, Phillips, and Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The
motion carried.

IV. CASES
2012-AR-01
Chase Bank

1200 Central Avenue
Sign Variation

Mr. Sivertsen called the case and said the petitioner was requesting a sign variation to
display two pedestrian signs per frontage along the Central Avenue frontage, 12th Street
frontage, and western parking lot frontage.
Mr. Zenn explained Chase had previously applied for a permit for a plaque sign to be
displayed at all three entrances. The signs were intended to replace the existing pin
mounted Chase signs currently located at all three entrances. After approval was granted,
Chase decided they wanted to keep the existing sign and in addition install the plaque.
Both signs are non-illuminated.
Chairman Sheridan asked how the plaque would be installed.
Mr. Whitely said the plaque would be pin mounted to the wall with four pins.
Ms. Calhoun asked what the code allowed. It was her understanding that the code allowed
one sign at each entrance.
Mr. Sivertsen stated the sign ordinance allows one pedestrian oriented sign facing each
frontage. The bank has frontage on 11th Street, Central Avenue, and the western parking
lot. For the purposes of determining frontage the sign ordinance treats public parking lots
as street frontage. Because Chase is proposing to have two pedestrian signs per frontage a
sign variation is required.
Ms. Calhoun said the existing Chase sign with octagon logo represented their retail brand.
Chase has identified a new line of business for clients called Chase Private Client which
has its own brand and is separate from Chase’s retail banking. For Chase Private Client
customers it’s important for them to know where these services are offered. In some
markets Chase Private Client locations are separate stand-alone buildings.
The Chase location at 1200 Central has a separate entrance for their Chase Private Client
customers located within the retail bank. This entrance is located to the left once you enter
the bank.
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Ms. Woleben-Meade asked Mr. Sivertsen if there were two separate businesses, would they
each be allowed a sign at the entrance? Mr. Sivertsen said they would each be allowed a
sign if they were separate businesses.
Mr. Phillips asked Mr. Sivertsen if there were multiple tenants in the building would each
be allowed a sign. Mr. Sivertsen said each tenant in the building was permitted to have a
sign near the entrance; however, the Appearance Review Commission would still need to
determine if each sign met the standards of review for an Appearance Review Certificate.
Chairman Sheridan asked Mr. Sivertsen to clarify the variation request. Mr. Sivertsen
stated Chase was requesting a variation to display two pedestrian signs at each entrance,
which is one more sign than allowed by code. This is separate from the number of
permanent signs they are allowed, such as wall signs, and ground signs.
Chairman Sheridan stated he thought the request was more palatable given the distinction
between the two entities.
Mr. Bradford added that from an appearance standpoint the plaque sign was understated.
Ms. Calhoun asked to add that the signs are servicing two lines of businesses. She would
like to amend the submitted plans so that the signs are side by side rather than one above
another.
Ms. Calhoun stated that the plaque sign was intended to help customers identify the
location where Chase Private Client services are provided.
Ms. Calhoun stated in all instances the Chase sign with octagon logo would be on the left
and the new plaque sign would be on the right.
Findings of Fact
The commission found that the request met the intent of the sign ordinance because each
business entity operated for a separate purpose and for a separate client. If the entities were
two separate businesses there would be no reason for a variation. Each sign is below the
maximum size allowed for pedestrian wall signs. The building is setback far from the
street and therefore the impact of the plaque signs will be minimal and will not negatively
affect the character and appearance of the area.
Decision
Mr. Elkins moved to recommend granting Case 2012-AR-01 for a sign variation to display
two pedestrian signs per frontage along the Central Avenue frontage, 12th Street frontage,
and western parking lot frontage, as amended by the petitioner. The motion was seconded
by Mr. Phillips. Voting yes: Chairman Sheridan and Commissioners Bradford, Elkins,
Phillips, and Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The motion carried.
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Mr. Bradford moved to allow Chairman Sheridan to approve the case report from the
Appearance Review Commission to the Village Board for case 2012-AR-01. The motion
was seconded by Mr. Elkins. Voting yes: Chairman Sheridan and Commissioners
Bradford, Elkins, Phillips, and Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The motion carried.
V. ADJOURNMENT
At 8:21 p.m., Mr. Elkins moved to adjourn the meeting. The motion was seconded by Mr.
Bradford. Voting yes: Chairman Sheridan and Commissioners Bradford, Elkins, Phillips
and Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The motion carried.
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VILLAGE OF WILMETTE
1200 Wilmette Avenue
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040

MEETING MINUTES
PLAN COMMISSION
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 2011
7:00 P.M.
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
Members Present:

Charmain Borys Later, Chairman
Michael Bailey
Richard DeLeo
Susan Friedman
Scott Goldstein
Gary Kohn
Maria Choca Urban

Staff Present:

John Adler, Director of Community Development
Lisa Roberts, Assistant Director of Community Development
Lucas Sivertsen, Business Development Planner

I.

CALL TO ORDER.
Chairman Later called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES; PLAN COMMISSION MEETING OF AUGUST 2,
2011.
Ms. Urban moved to approve the minutes as corrected of the August 2, 2011 meeting.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Bailey. Voting yes: Chairman Later, Mr. Bailey, Mr.
DeLeo, Ms. Friedman, Mr. Goldstein, Mr. Kohn and Ms. Urban. Voting no: none. The
motion carried.

III.

2011-P-01 3201 OLD GLENVIEW ROAD – PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT
A request for approval of a Planned Unit Development Submittal by White Lodging
Services Corporation for a 130 room, six-story Residence Inn by Marriott hotel.

September 6, 2011 Plan Commission Minutes
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Ms. Urban moved to recommend approval of a Planned Unit Development Submittal by
White Lodging Services Corporation for a 130 room, six-story Residence Inn by Marriott
hotel of the property at 3201 Old Glenview Road. Mr. Goldstein seconded the motion.
Voting yes: Mr. DeLeo, Ms. Friedman, Mr. Goldstein, and Ms. Urban. Voting no: Mr.
Kohn, Mr. Bailey and Chairman Later. The motion carried.
Case Minutes are attached.
IV.

OTHER BUSINESS
There was no other business.

V.

AJDOURNMENT.
At 11:45 p.m., Ms. Friedman moved to adjourn the meeting. The motion was seconded
by Mr. Bailey. Voting yes: Chairman Later, Mr. Bailey, Mr. DeLeo, Ms. Friedman, Mr.
Goldstein, Mr. Kohn and Ms. Urban. Voting no: none. The motion carried.
The meeting was thereafter adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted,
John Adler
Director of Community Development

September 6, 2011 Plan Commission Minutes
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3.0
TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE
APPLICANT
3.1

Persons appearing for the applicant
3.11

Greg Dose
Attorney for the Applicant

3.12

Mr. Matt Frankiewicz, Senior Director of Development
White Lodging Services

3.13

Mr. Mark Ericksson, architect
CSO Architects

3.14

Mr. Tom McCabe
SpaceCo Inc.

3.15

Mr. Luay Aboona, traffic engineer
KLOA

3.16

Mr. Allen Orb, project manager

3.2

Summary of presentations

3.21

Mr. Dose said they have prepared a presentation for the request for a PUD for a
130 room hotel at the northwest corner of Central Street and Old Glenview Road.
He introduced Matt Frankiewicz, senior director of development with White
Lodging Services Corporation. Mr. Frankiewicz will provide background
information on the firm’s experience with hotel development and operations
management. Mark Ericksson is the project architect and he will go over the site
and building plans. Tom McCabe is the civil engineer who will cover topics
regarding sewer and sanitary sewer service and site grading. The final witness is
Luay Aboona, civil engineer and traffic engineer specialist, who will discuss
traffic and parking.

3.22

Mr. Frankiewicz is the senior director of development for White Lodging Services
Corporation. The project is at Old Glenview Road and Central Street.
His company currently manages over 150 hotels in 19 states totaling 23,000 guest
rooms. They manage 34 Residence Inns. They developed over 120 hotels
internally including 31 Residence Inns. They affiliate themselves with Marriott,
Hilton, Hyatt, Intercontinental, Starwood and others. Their development focus is
primarily high-grade suburban. They have a fair amount of experience in the
Wilmette and greater Chicago areas. They developed 21 hotels in this area and
retained hotel management.

September 6, 2011 Plan Commission Minutes
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He provided a history of the company which was founded in 1985. Their
headquarters are in Northwest Indiana. The company is family-owned and is
privately held.
The Residence Inn brand is an extended stay, upscale, select service product. The
principal guest is a corporate traveler. He/she travels on about 25 trips per year
with a median income of $140,000. Most of the guests are Rewards members. He
showed examples of Residence Inn interior space. The room includes a
kitchenette, guest room, with superior quality finishes and appliances.
The proposed hotel would be six stories and will consist of 65% studios, 35% one
and two bedroom suites. The décor is contemporary and there is a fully equipped
kitchen. There are flat screen TVs, free high speed Internet, luxury bedding. The
gatehouse is in the center of the building which is the primary service area for
hotel guests for breakfast and a manager’s reception.
There will be 118 parking spaces available to the hotel. He showed representative
photos of the lobby and work area spaces.
3.23

Mr. Ericksson said he is a project manager and senior associate with CSO
Architects. He has worked there for 25 years. His company’s focus is multifaceted including hospitality, corporate design, institutional design, higher
education, government work. Their firm has been around for about 50 years. They
are on their second generation of ownership. Partners are hands on with all
projects.
He said that one would see the entry lobby upon entering the site. One also sees
the reception desk, dining area, soft seating area. They anticipate a lot of business
interaction at the tables.
Regarding site orientation, there is an existing three-story cast in brick building
built in the 1970s. Their gatehouse is in the center and the tower portion contains
guest rooms and is at either end. There is parking on the south side along Central,
on the east side along Old Glenview Road, and on the west side which aligns with
the existing parking lot and office buildings to the north.
The overall site is south of the existing building and is about 1.61 acres, which is
rather small. Access points are on the south end across from existing seven-story
office building and to the east right off of Old Glenview Road. This is adjacent to
the interstate off ramp.
The areas shown on the slide that are hashed or cross-hatched represent the shared
parking they will use with the office building. Referencing the office building on
the site, there is a patio off to the right of the gatehouse entrance. The main entry
is a simple drop off which is typical of this Marriott brand. There are larger trees

September 6, 2011 Plan Commission Minutes
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along the perimeter and property line. The entry points also have landscaping for
identification. The brand requires a lot of seasonal or accent plantings around the
building. Plantings are changed for the season.
There will be sidewalks around the property which come from exit points and go
down to the parking lot. The property line is shown as a dashed line. It goes up
against residential on the west side. On the west side of the property, there are
several mature trees that they propose to leave in place. They do not want to cause
damage to the trees. They are not shown on the plan since they are not part of the
new landscaping.
The building design is not prototypical. Most Residence Inns use beveled siding
and are smaller in scale with fewer rooms. To fit the building on the site, they
made it long and narrow with the gatehouse centered in it for ease of access. On
the building façade they are proposing to use an exterior insulation finish system
with brick accents at the gatehouse. The colors are per the brand recommendation.
There will be sloped roof accents and ceilings.
The building’s ground floor has the gatehouse in the center. He explained how
one walks in, checks in and then goes to a room. The windows face south and
north from the guest rooms. The rooms overlook office buildings, not the highway
or the neighborhood. There are no guest room windows on the east or west sides
of the building. There will be corridor windows at the end of the hallway.
They are considering putting a retaining wall around the building and this is a
different element than is usually done. That would allow them to raise the site,
deal with drainage, and allow them to put a retaining wall behind parking and
sidewalk around the building.
He talked about a view taken from the north side where there are one story office
buildings. There is a parking lot in the front and that is where the presented photo
was taken from. Given the views, they see a three story precast brick 1970s office
building or a glass box or hotel in the background. Either is unobtrusive given the
current conditions.
3.24

Mr. Dose said that he wanted to correct information regarding building height.
The height that was in the project information table indicated a 70’ height from
the finished floor of the hotel building to the top of the cantilevered parapet. He
did not take into the account the way that the Village determines height. The
baseline for height is the existing elevation of the side yards, which are the north
and south sides along Central. The finished floor of the hotel is 1.5’ above what is
shown. The official code height of the building is 71.5’. The variance in the grade
would raise the official zoning code height to possibly 74’ but that would deal
with some engineering issues and present more opportunities for variety in site
design. The request is a modification of the building height for a roof height up to
64.33’ and to the top of the parapet of 74’.
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There is a sliver of land along the west boundary line between the existing
parking lot and the fence line. There was a question as to who owned that small
parcel of land. The current owner of the site owns it and they will acquire that.
Everything will stay the same, but the rear yard setback would expand from 69’ to
76’. This increases the site acreage from 1.58 to 1.6 acres. This also decreases the
FAR from 1.33 to 1.3.
3.25

Mr. McCabe said that his company did the civil engineering for the project. The
site is a big mound. From the finished floor of the office building to the top is
about 8’ and it slopes down in all four directions. One-quarter of the water runs to
the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest. They plan to bring this down
significantly, flatten out the site as best as possible. There is an existing sanitary
sewer that serves the office building. They would extend their sanitary sewer tie
in to the sanitary sewer at the office building and come into the Residence Inn
building.
The water main currently is dead-ended northeast of the existing office building.
They are proposing to pick up the water main on Old Glenview Road, wrap it
around the entire property and tie it back in further north on that same street.
There is a question about whether they can tie into Lockerbie. That would
improve the water for the area. Instead of having two dead-end mains, there
would be one looped system.
They would work with the Village and the residents to find the best spot to tie in
and improve the water situation in the area. Regarding the storm sewer, the
existing is on the west property line and is part of the office development. It
extends onto the parcel they are buying so they would extend the storm sewer into
that line. Because the office building storm sewer ties in on the east, they will tie a
portion of the site onto the east side. They would provide storm water detention
on their property under the parking lot. MWRD did not require detention on this
piece when the building was originally built. The applicant knows that there are
storm water issues in the area. They believe they have already worked out or are
close to working out a solution for storm water.

3.26

Mr. Aboona said they performed the parking and traffic study for the proposed
Residence Inn. His maps show roads that would provide local and regional access
to the site. As part of the traffic study, they conducted traffic counts during
morning and evening peak periods at critical intersections including Old Orchard
Road and Lockwood, Glenview Road to the north. They looked at the access
drive to existing office building adjacent to the site as well as the access drive on
Central that provides access to Old Orchard Towers.
They estimated traffic to be generated by the proposed hotel. They followed the
traffic engineering practice of using the Institute for Traffic Engineers trip rates
and applied that to the hotel based on the number of rooms. They added those
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trips as well as traffic generated by full occupancy of the existing office building.
Currently the building is about one-third vacant. They then analyzed the
intersections again to determine the impact.
In summary except for the intersection of Old Orchard and Lockwood, all
intersections operate well within the acceptable standards of level service and
delay at a good reserve capacity for additional traffic. The Old Orchard and
Lockwood intersections, particularly during evening peak hours when office
buildings empty out, left turns out of Lockwood onto Old Orchard does
experience delays. Sometime traffic has to wait for gaps in Old Orchard Road
traffic so vehicles can make left turn out. That would continue with proposed
hotel traffic as well as full occupancy of the office building.
There are signals on either side of the intersection, one at the ramp to the east and
one at Woods Drive. Those two signals act to provide gaps in Old Orchard Road
to help cars make a left hand turn. Although cars do wait for gaps, when the lights
turn on Old Orchard gaps are created and multiple cars can turn out.
The Cook County Highway Department, in conjunction with IDOT and the
Village of Skokie, are looking to improve the ramp at Old Orchard. Part of that
improvement includes making the south leg of the intersection of Old Orchard
and Lockwood one way south. Traffic coming from the south and trying to exit at
Old Orchard would be eliminated. That makes the ability of the traffic from the
north easier exiting. When they reanalyzed the intersection under that scenario,
they saw marked improvement in the operation of the intersection and a decrease
in delay of vehicles exiting Lockwood.
There are two access points to the site, one off Central and one off of Old
Glenview Road; both can handle site traffic. Coming out of the two driveways is
under stop sign control. From a parking standpoint, the hotel will provide 83
parking spaces. Based on information from the Institute of Transportation
Engineers, that would be more than adequate to accompany the demand of the
hotel at full occupancy. If there is more parking needed, the existing office
building could handle overflow. Even if there was full occupancy at the office
building, there would still be adequate parking for the hotel and office building.
They received the review comments from the Village’s traffic consultant. The
Village consultant is generally in agreement with KLOA’s findings. Some things
need to be reviewed by KLOA and that is not an issue, they are happy to reply.
3.27

Mr. Dose asked what roads would the bulk of the hotel traffic access.
Mr. Aboona said this is a business hotel with a nearby office building and it is
their expectation that most of the traffic would go towards Old Orchard Road.
They see little traffic going on Old Glenview Road.
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3.28

The applicant ended their presentation and asked for comments and questions.

3.29

Chairman Later had a question about parking. She said there is one parking space
for two rooms. This would be appropriate for an area that would have public
transportation access and seems rather low for this site. How did they arrive at
this ratio?
Mr. Frankiewicz said their number one priority is to take care of the guest and
make sure the guest has a great experience, and parking is a large part of this. The
proposed parking count of 118 for a room count of 130 is more than adequate to
serve needs. There are some properties that have a lower ratio and it is still more
than sufficient.

3.30

Chairman Later asked if the parking accounted for guests attending meetings and
employees.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that this hotel has a business oriented profile in terms of
overnight stays. They do not have meeting space so they are not hosting meetings.
There is a Board Room that can hold 10 people and it would be for people already
staying at the hotel. Parking would be sufficient for employee parking as well as
overnight parking.

3.31

Chairman Later asked about the number of employees for the proposed project.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that they would expect full time equivalent employees to be
in the low 20s. There is a similar hotel with regard to size and they have 23
employees. This number includes management and hourly.

3.32

Chairman Later said that Mr. Frankiewicz said that there were about 20 other
similar facilities in the area.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that was a correct number for the Greater Chicago area.

3.33

Chairman Later asked if it would be possible to get a location list.
Mr. Frankiewicz said he knows the locations off the top of his head, but he will
provide a list. They are in downtown Chicago, River North, off of the Mag Mile,
Midway Airport, Warrenville and Naperville, Schaumburg, Lake Forest/Mettawa,
and Oakbrook. Not all of them have similar parking to what is being proposed.
They would not feel comfortable developing a hotel unless they were confident
that the parking ratio was more than sufficient to serve guest needs. The count for
the Wilmette property would be just over 90% of the key count and they feel
confident this is an appropriate number.

3.34

Chairman Later said she would like to see the parking information along with the
list of locations.
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3.35

Mr. Bailey asked if the facility had a restaurant and a bar. Could it be a
destination for non-lodgers?
Mr. Frankiewicz said there is a food service area for guests for a complimentary
breakfast. The intent for the food service area is guests only. There is no
marketing to outsiders. There is no bar per se, but there is a manager’s reception
at night for guests only.

3.36

Ms. Urban asked the applicant to talk about storm water management onsite.
Mr. McCabe said they are proposing to put storm water detention underneath the
parking lot. They would put a restrictor on the pipes discharging into the office
building’s pipes. The water that leaves their site will not be any worse. The rate
that water leaves the site will be the same or smaller than what currently leaves.

3.37

Ms. Urban asked if that was true given they are adding pavement and built
structure.
Mr. McCabe answered yes and that the formula used is that which is used in the
Chicago area to determine volume of detention needed.

3.38

Ms. Urban asked the volume of the detention area.
Mr. McCabe said it is around 8,ooo or 9,ooo cubic feet.

3.39

Mr. Bailey asked if the volume was described anywhere in the submission.
Mr. McCabe said he didn’t think so. Detention is not a requirement and they are
working with Village Engineer Brigitte Mayerhofer to get the right number. They
will work it out so that the Village Engineer and he will be in total agreement.

3.40

Mr. Bailey asked about the loading location at the proposed site.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that for a profile like this hotel, the deliveries are in box
trucks. They get about 3 deliveries per week and deliveries are received in the
front door.

3.41

Mr. Bailey asked where refuse is stored on site.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that is shown on the site plan in the northwest corner. It
would be an enclosure. He is not sure if it is similar to what is on the office site.
The enclosure is near the 6’ sliver that was reference earlier. It would be fully
enclosed and accessed at pickup. Pickup is twice per week.

3.42

Mr. DeLeo asked if laundry was in-house.
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Mr. Frankiewicz said that laundry is in-house. There is also a small guest laundry.
Employee uniforms are outsourced.
3.43

Mr. Bailey asked if the traffic engineers were confident that there is sufficient
space between the blind curve and the entryway. Is the spacing safe?
Mr. Aboona said there are two standards for site distance: stopping site distance
and the intersection site distance. Stopping site distance is the minimum
requirement and if that is met, the location is safe. He explained intersection site
distance and that it is not necessarily required. If they had to move the driveway
north, it would put them in the office property. Stopping site distance is available
at the proposed location.

3.44

Ms. Urban said that one of the letters talked about low water pressure in the area.
She heard in the presentation that the plan is to create a water main loop as a
result of the construction of the hotel. Is there any information about what the
loop does for water pressure?

Mr. Tom McCabe said that there is a dead end on Old Glenview Road and a deadend on Lockerbie. The water in the end of the pipe gets stagnant over time and
things start growing. There are water quality and quantity issues in those areas.
They are proposing to loop the water main completely around the site. The other
idea is to take the line over to Lockerbie and have the two dead end lines
connected so there is one looped system all the way around. Water pressure,
quality and quantity would then be improved.
3.45

Mr. Kohn said that most of his questions are for the architect. He referenced the
site plan. he said there is no ground floor plan so it is hard to understand ground
floor uses. Are there guest rooms on the ground floor?

Mr. Ericksson said that the large area is public space on the first floor. He
explained the various public amenities. The guest laundry is not in that location.
The two wings have the guest rooms that start on the ground floor.
3.46

Mr. Kohn said that they are asking for setback relief in some areas and exceed the
setback requirements in other areas. The condition on the west looks tight to him.
There the applicant is close to office buildings and residents on the west side. Did
they look at ways to pull the building closer to the street on the east and on the
south? Perhaps they could park between the buildings.
Mr. Ericksson said that there was not enough space between buildings for a
double-loaded parking space. The building would also be pushed to the property
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line on the street. This is not a good solution because the guest does not arrive at
the front door.
3.47

Mr. Kohn said he was trying to determine if the applicant studied alternatives
versus just putting the building on the site.
Mr. Ericksson said they looked at the option of putting the building on the right
portion of the lot next to Old Glenview Road. That option put the entry point too
close to Old Glenview Road. If they moved the hotel, they would have to move it
further to the west which would push it closer to the residential neighborhood if
they wanted an entry on the east side.
To lessen the impact on the neighbors to the west, they have a double loaded
parking lot, moved the building as far east as possible while still keeping a drive
aisle, and pushed it as close to the office building as possible so there is a guest
entry.

3.48

Mr. Kohn asked about the future addition to the office building.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that is something that the current landowner and seller are
proposing for their site with an addition to their existing office building.
Regarding the parking, it is important for the arrival experience to have as much
parking near the front entrance as possible. It is for the arrival experience itself as
well as guest safety.

3.49

Mr. Kohn referenced the elevation and the renderings. They talked about brand
standards but they are proposing an EIFS exterior cladding, which is not very
desirable in terms of the quality of materials. He said that the applicant talked
about brick accents. What has the applicant done to try and do something
interesting with the design or to break down the mass other than the simple
blocks? He asked if they looked at other studies.
Mr. Ericksson said they didn’t do other massing studies. The massing, shape and
color schemes are prototypical for this brand. What is different on the prototype is
the gatehouse location. It usually is a separate entity at the end of the building.
They incorporated some brick at the gatehouse entry as a wainscot around the
building perimeter. They introduced an arts and crafts style roofline. They picked
up design cues from the brand.

3.50

Mr. Kohn asked if the prototype was a six story building.
Mr. Ericksson said the prototype building would be three, four, or five stories.
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Mr. Kohn said this was like taking the prototype for a Residence Inn and pumping
it up a bit. A prototypical building has a larger footprint and is 124 or 125 rooms
with five stories.
3.51

Mr. Kohn said that one of the concerns from neighbors is garbage holding. Could
they put garbage on the interior and cool that space? He asked that the applicant
try to find room on the interior for garbage.
Mr. Ericksson said that they couldn’t locate the trash inside since a truck has to
access the site to pick up the garbage and there is nowhere on the building to
locate an interior trash enclosure.
Mr. Kohn felt that could be managed like it was in more of an urban setting and
the ground floor could be laid out to incorporate that.

3.52

Mr. Kohn talked about the Old Orchard and Lockwood intersection. Did they
think about any possible improvements to the site? It is level of service F today
and it will be level of service F times two.
Mr. Aboona said that the level service F in the p.m. peak hour does not take into
account that there are two signals on either side. That helps the situation. They
cannot signalize the intersection because it would be too close to existing signals.
The improvement they are proposing at the ramp by Old Orchard Road is to
restrict the south leg to southbound traffic only. That will help the situation. The
plan is in the design phase, phase one. It is a few years down the line for this to
happen.

3.53

Mr. Kohn asked how this would impact the office uses if that intersection is
poorly performing.
Mr. Aboona said that people are tolerating it today. When they reanalyze the
intersection, things will be back as to how they area today. He said that the level
of service would remain at F.

3.54

Chairman Later asked who maintained Lockwood. Is it Skokie?
Mr. Aboona said that area is maintained by Cook County.

3.55

Ms.Friedman said that there was a question raised about the impact of the traffic
from Niles North High school. Is that included in the plan?
Mr. Aboona said that any impact from the school would only be felt in the
morning. If there is an increase in school traffic, it should not matter. When they
looked the boundary of Niles North High School, most of the area is to the south,
west and east.
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3.56

Ms. Friedman asked if they assumed that some of the office traffic will use the
hotel access to get out.
Mr. Aboona said they assumed a certain percentage to do that although their guess
it not as high as the Village’s traffic consultant’s guess is. Most of the office
parking is to the east of the building. They assumed a certain percentage to do
that.
Chairman Later said that it was mentioned that if there was spillover parking it
would go into the office area. How will that be managed?
Mr. Aboona said they don’t expect to need overflow parking on the office site.
They surveyed the office building and did parking occupancy surveys that are in
the report. Those surveys show that there is more than enough parking available
in the office parking lot, even if they assume the office building is at 100%
occupancy. There would be over 100 spaces available during the peak hours
related to the office building. This would be about 3 pm. Hotels parking peak is at
night and early a.m.

3.57

Chairman Later said that the office building is leasing 35 spaces to the hotel and
beyond that is plenty of parking for the office tenants.

3.58

Mr. DeLeo asked if they considered the traffic impact with the traffic along
Lockwood. Lifetime Fitness is in that area. Their peak times are early morning
and after work.
Mr. Aboona said that was all accounted for in their traffic counts. They did counts
in the a.m. and p.m. peak periods. They are not concerned about stacking on
Lockwood. He talked about what types of turns people could do on Lockwood.
The two lanes act as a left land and a right lane configuration.

3.59

Mr. DeLeo asked how high the occupancy is projected to be.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that on average the occupancy rate would be low to mid
70s.
Mr. Aboona said they assumed 100% occupancy to remain on the conservative
side. There is a spread over three hours in the morning of people leaving the hotel.
Morning is not the concern for left turns. It currently operates well. When people
come out of office buildings, there are delays on Lockwood in the evening.

3.60

Mr. DeLeo asked if there was a page showing traffic flow with full occupancy of
the hotel.
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Mr. Aboona said that there is a page showing this information. It is exhibit 7. This
shows existing traffic, traffic from the hotel, and traffic from the full occupancy
of the office building.
3.61

Mr. DeLeo said that it gets dark early in winter. Do they have any issues with
people turning left out of the hotel site.
Mr. Aboona said it is not any different from existing driveways to the office
building. Their traffic coming in and out of driveways would be less than what
office buildings would generate.

3.62

Mr. Goldstein said that the staff report indicated that there was a request for a
covenant for the office building to ensure that parking would be available.
Mr. Dose said it is a permanent easement and is joint use for the office building
during the day and for the hotel at night.

3.63

Mr. Goldstein said if the dumpster can’t be located inside the building can it be
located along the east side of the property.
Mr. Dose said that would be difficult to do under code because they are not
supposed to be visible from the street.
Chairman Later said that because this is a PUD process it could be negotiated.
Mr. Dose said they could consider that and they also could consider moving it to
the east side of the aisle south of the fire lane. That would move it away from the
residences. They looked at the east side when the building was shifted further
west. That minimizes opportunities and does not look good.

3.64

Chairrman Later said that there are three trees on the north side of the building.
What is that area?
Mr. Dose said it is a landscaped area.
Mr. Ericksson said there are two parking spaces directly in front of the trees. A
trash enclosure in that location would not be accessible. There is no driveway. It
is currently grassed area.

3.65

Chairman Later said it would seem as if an enclosure could go in that area
because parking is 10’ away from that area. They could put in a small drive for
access.

3.66

Ms. Urban asked what “double loaded” parking meant.
Mr. Ericksson said that would mean a drive aisle with parking on both sides.
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3.67

Mr. Bailey asked the nature of the proposed addition? It seems like it is intruding
into the hotel’s space.
Mr. Frankiewicz said it is not integrated with their facility. It is planned to be a
single story medical use of some type.
Mr. Adler said that it is a linear accelerator in a 16’ tall building about 1,300
square feet in area. It is attached by a small corridor to the office building to the
north.

3.68

Mr. Bailey asked if they had different tiers of standards for prototypes and where
does this fit in within the quality levels?
Mr. Ericksson said that each brand, such as Marriott, Hyatt, etc., all have
prototypical design standards that they develop. Those are the recommended
finishes although there is some deviation in some cases. They want to adhere to
something that is similar in appearance to the prototypical design. In this case,
they can pick up the color scheme using exterior insulation finish system (EIFS)
in lieu of the Hardie Plank that the brand prototypical has. They used a brick that
compliments the stone that the prototype has on the front entry. They picked up a
color scheme that is the same as the brand prototypical. They are using brick/EIFS
vs. Hardie Plank and stone. This is an acceptable alternative to Marriott.

3.69

Mr. Bailey asked if this design was of a lower quality.
Mr. Ericksson asked Mr. Orb if a Hardie Plank is a lower tiered product than an
EFIS project. Hardie Plank is a trade name for cement board siding. It looks like
beveled siding and wood.
Mr. Orb said he puts the buildings together after a certain point. They look at
Hardie Plank and EIFS as equal systems of a different assembly method. The
Hardie Plank is considered to be lap siding. It looks more residential in character.
Regarding system cost, the cost is close to one another. For White Lodging it is
not a difference in quality and they have built many building using EIFS and they
are equal to maintain and equal to construct. It is more of a matter of preference
for the material and how the building will look close to a freeway. They have
worked with COS on a number of these buildings and they feel EIFS is a better
application for where the building is sited. If it was in located in the middle of a
subdivision full of homes with siding they might choose a different material.

3.70

Mr. Ericksson said that one of the advantages to an exterior insulation system is
that it provides insulation for the building. It becomes more energy efficient.
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Mr. Bailey talked about the Plan Commission’s discussion at their last meeting
about excluded materials for the Village Center master plan and asked if EIFS
would this be on the list of prohibited materials in the Village Center?
Mr. Kohn said that EFIS would not be allowed in the Village Center. There could
be deliberation as to whether siding is better or worse than EIFS. It is not brick or
masonry or a higher quality material. it is basic construction. The articulation is
the color and some in and out of the planes on the façade but is pretty basic.
3.71

Mr. Ericksson said that the setbacks and articulation of the façade are prototypical
for the Residence Inn. They have not changed that due to the exterior materials.
Mr. Kohn asked if Residence Inn had any equity in this project.
Mr. Frankiewicz said they are the licensee and there are strong approval rights on
the finished product.

3.72

Mr. Kohn asked the term of the agreement with Marriott.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that franchise agreements are generally 20 or more years.
This one is 20 years.

3.73

Mr. Kohn asked if Marriott would object if they proposed something of a higher
quality.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that this design is consistent with prototype of other
Residence Inns in suburban locations. He does not know if Marriott would object
to something of higher quality. Marriott has design review and approval as part of
the license agreement.

3.74

Chairman Later clarified that it was something that could be proposed.
Mr. Frankiewicz said they could propose that.

3.75

Mr. Goldstein asked if they developed more Residence Inns using masonry.
Mr. Frankiewicz said they manage some with masonry, but he is not sure if they
developed with masonry. The last Residence Inn was similar in style to the
proposed one and used brick on the gate house.

3.76

Mr. Bailey asked how the proposed building compared with the adjacent office
building.
Mr. Ericksson said the building directly to the north is precast concrete panels and
brick. The brick is on the north side of the office building. The precast panels are
on all four sides. A precast concrete panel is still used today, but it was used more
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in the 1970s. The office building to the south is a glass box. There is no
relationship between those two buildings or between the buildings and the
proposed Residence Inn building. All three buildings are unique in design, layout
and materials.
3.77

Mr. Bailey asked if they had a franchise agreement for this facility with Marriott
that is executed.
Mr. Frankiewicz said yes and it would be executed upon approval of their request.
The layout and exterior elevations were approved.

3.78

Mr. Goldstein asked about site signage.
Mr. Ericksson said that above the gate house is a Residence Inn/Marriott sign
which is a prototypical signage over a marquee. On the east side facing 94, there
is also a Residence Inn/Marriott sign that is slightly smaller. On the north side
there is another sign. There are also simple entrance signs on doors. At the site
entrance, there is a ground mounted sign on the east side. That is a monument
sign that is 7’ to 8’ long and 5’ tall. There is a duplicate of that sign at the south
entrance. That is the extent of building identification signage.

3.79

Mr. Goldstein said that the coverage area for signage appeared to be quite large
and asked Mr. Adler to explain the signable area for the building.
Mr. Adler said that the signable area in this case is defined by the top of the roof
and the area above the windows. The sign ordinance states that signage should not
go on parapets, sign should fall at the roofline or lower. The applicant is asking to
go into the parapet area.
Mr. Dose said that the sign code does not contemplate this type of building or this
type of use. It seems oriented to the downtown area. That is why they are
requesting large deviations, but in terms of scale and location, the signage is
appropriate for oncoming traffic. These signs are smaller than what Marriott
typically likes but proposed signage is necessary. The monument signs are smaller
than what is allowed by code.

3.80

Chairman Later said a comment was made that the other Marriott Residence Inns
might have a larger footprint with a smaller number of rooms. Have they looked
at having a lower density in number of rooms?
Mr. Frankiewicz said they need to be at 130 rooms for purposes of underwriting.
They believe that 130 is the minimum because of the cost of development and
land acquisition.

3.81

Ms. Friedman asked about the buffer between the hotel and the residential
properties to the west and what plans there were to increase the buffer.
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Mr. Ericksson said that the existing sliver property, which is the small green space
on the edge, has quite a few mature trees on the property and on the residential
neighborhood side. They are considering that tree line to be the buffer between
the hotel and the residences to the west.
Ms. Friedman asked if they are just thinking of maintain what is there now.
Mr. Ericksson answered yes.
Mr. Dose said it is dubious that they could plant anything in the strip that would
thrive except for the existing mature trees. Regarding storm water management,
they plan to put some barrier at the edge of the driveway. They don’t want to
berm because that would hurt the trees.
Mr. McCabe referenced the west property line and said that there are trees and the
parking lot next to the trees. They are proposing to put a 1’ high wall along there
to ensure that if the storm sewer doesn’t handle the water, it doesn’t head west
and it heads back east.
3.82

Chairman Later asked what kind of screening will be there when the leaves are
gone.
Mr. Dose said there is existing fence he thinks is 8’ tall and there are plenty of
deciduous trees, admittedly with leaves off but with many branches With putting
in a structure for storm water control, they don’t think there is a planting that
would thrive in that location.

3.83

Mr. DeLeo asked who owned the fence.
Mr. Dose answered they believe the office property owner does.
Mr. DeLeo asked that a condition be that the fence be maintained by the hotel
owners in the future and reconstructed if in bad shape.
The height of the fence was discussed and it was determined the fence is probably
6’ to 6.5’ tall.
Mr. De Leo asked that the applicant consider constructing a taller fence.
Mr. DeLeo talked about the 20’ tall lights that would shine into neighboring
properties that are residential even if shined towards the hotel property. Can they
move the location of the lights?
Mr. Dose said that they have security concerns and they are using a downward
light. Light is visible today.
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Mr. DeLeo said they should be moved off of the west edge and closer to the door.
Mr. Ericksson said they could move the lights from the west edge over to the east
side of the same parking aisle. There are no windows for the guests. They will use
the same fixture. There are existing light fixtures that are taller than what they are
proposing. If there are not complaints now he does know why there would be with
the proposed fixtures.
3.84

Mr. DeLeo asked about the noise or the hotel guest.
Mr. Ericksson said that the windows are an insulated glazing unit with an
aluminum frame. They have the option of having a fixed or sliding window. They
have not yet made that decision. A fixed window would provide a better STC.
They are close to an interstate and they probably would recommend a fixed
window on the building’s exterior. The glazing at the gatehouse is a standard
aluminum storefront system with 1” insulated glazing.

3.85

Mr. DeLeo asked about the utilities and electrical service.
Mr. McCabe said that the office building next door is serviced from the south and
they will have to be relocated around the side of the property. The Residence Inn
property would then use that location to the south.

3.86

Mr. DeLeo asked about existing onsite service.
Mr. McCabe said that there is a transformer behind the office building.

3.87

Mr. DeLeo asked if this project will impact public utilities like water and sewer?
Has Engineering reviewed the plans?
Mr. Adler said that the Village has not looked at the electrical aspect of utility
service. The consulting engineer and Engineering Department reviewed the plan.
Gewalt Hamilton created a response to the drainage, water, and traffic/parking
issues.

3.88

Mr. Goldstein asked if there was room for a sidewalk on Old Glenview Road.
Mr. McCabe said they can look at that location. There is an existing ditch. He is
not sure if there would be room for a sidewalk and make it safe. It has to be away
from the ditch.
Mr. Goldstein thought a sidewalk was important since the hotel will be serving
visitors to the nearby offices or those people will be walking in a ditch.
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3.89

Mr. DeLeo referenced guest arrival. Will the guests come up Old Glenview Road
and then go all the way around to drop off guests?
Mr. Frankiewicz said that is the circulation pattern.

3.90

Mr. DeLeo said that if someone came in the southwest entrance, it would be
opposite the entry. How will they restrict people from not using that entrance?
They could block traffic and parking spaces.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that has to do with drive aisle width.
Mr. Ericksson said that drive aisle width is 24’ wide which is wide enough to
accommodate two cars passing one another. The small depression right in front is
7’ to 8’ wide which is sufficient size to allow to pull off and get out of the double
lane.

3.91

Mr. DeLeo asked about the safety of the parking spaces at the southwest corner of
the property.
Mr. Ericksson said that people will come and go infrequently so the impact won’t
be large. If someone has to wait a few moments to back out, that might happen.
There should not be a lot of congestion in the hotel parking lot or at the arrival
point.

3.92

Mr. DeLeo suggested eliminating those spaces.
Mr. Frankiewicz said they would want to maintain the 118 spaces. Regarding the
parking count, they are comfortable but don’t want to go below 118 if possible.
Per their site plan, they show 83 spaces and because of the easement agreement,
they are adding 35 more spaces.

3.93

Chairman Later said if they reconfigured the lot for safer entry, reconfigured the
dumpsters they might lose one to two spaces. She was under the impression that
there were a lot of spaces available at the office building to accommodate any loss
of parking spaces.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that by site plan and easement agreement they are at 118
spaces. They could make adjustments if needed. They hear concerns regarding the
parking lot and also ensuring that there is more than adequate parking. Is there an
alternative location for the dumpster? They will look at this also.

3.94

Mr. Kohn said they are asking a considerable number of points of relief on
setbacks, height, lot coverage, and FAR. What are the public benefits they are
proposing other than the tax revenues?
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Mr. Frankiewicz said that other than the tax revenue generated, they will be
offering 25 FTE jobs. They will provide a place to stay for corporate business
demand within the Village and surrounding communities. They will provide a
place to stay for patients and families of patients who visit the neighboring
medical facilities. They will provide a place for families and students of nearby
universities and colleges.
3.95

Chairman Later asked if there would be any exposure or recruitment of Wilmette
residents.
Mr. Frankiewicz said they would hire the best candidate for every job no matter
where they lived.

3.96

Chairman Later asked if there would be outreach to Wilmette residents.
Mr. Frankiewicz said yes and they would do a job fair when it came close to the
opening.

3.97
4.0

Chairman Later said she would open up the hearing for public comments.

INTERESTED PARTIES
4.1

Persons speaking on the application
4.11

Mr. Craig Petitte
211 Lockerbie Lane

4.12

Mr. Gary Berkovich
3305 Old Glenview Road Unit F

4.13

Mr. Larry Rogers
213 Lockerbie Lane

4.14

Mr. Chris Johnson
118 Lockerbie Lane

4.15

Mr. Jack Rasof
114 Lockerbie Lane

4.16

Mr. Gary Gorman
124 Lockerbie Lane

4.17

Mr. Peter Hawkinson
210 Lockerbie Lane
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4.18

Mr. Randy Gerber
138 Lockerbie Lane

4.19

Ms. Candy Paul Gerber
138 Lockerbie Lane

4.191

Ms. Michelle Szumsky
110 Lockerbie Lane

4.192

Charles Goslin
3305 Old Glenview Road Unit E

4.193

Beth Benson
3305 Old Glenview Road Unit E

4.194

Marina Berkovich
3305 Old Glenview Road Unit F

4.195

Bill Shiner
Limited Partner of 3201 Old Glenview Road
Office Building

4.196

Paul Berglund
135 Lockerbie Lane

4.2

Summary of presentations

4.21

Mr. Petitte has lived in the Village for about 15 years. He thought there would be
more hard hitting questions than what he heard tonight. The impact of this project
on the community is substantial. There are 18 out of 24 reliefs being requested
and this is substantial. If he or his neighbors wanted a variance they would have to
make a hardship case. The number of variances says that the building is too dense
and bulky for the site.
He said there were key people in the audience who were speaking for the majority
but Mr. Petitte was not one of those individuals.

4.22

Mr. Berkovich said he was confused about parking. If all rooms were occupied
and all employees were at work, that is 150 cars. They have only 80 spaces.

4.23

Mr. Rogers has lived in his house for over 50 years. The ordinance creating the
OR District was passed in the early 1960s and the building was built around 1965
and not in the 1970s. He wants to address present zoning and how the request
does not meet present zoning.
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The OR ordinance was passed with the protection of the interest of Lockerbie
Lane as a primary purpose. The ordinance was passed to create development
standards consistent with the Lockerbie Lane residential area and these standards
cannot be disregarded when there is a PUD. Development standards for the OR
district are designed to maintain a relatively low density and spacious
environment that is compatible with nearby residential areas. That is being
disregarded by the project. The applicant seeks to avoid 57% of development
standards. One area is permeability and the required standard is exceeded by
300%.
The medical building is 5’ to 6’ from the adjoining property and 14’ from the
proposed building. The standards for review for PUDs are set forth in section
5.15.5. He read the portion about a PUD being considered in direct response of
exceptional amenities. The project is a zero lot line project. The parking on the
west is 10’ from the residential lot line. They are close to the back yard of
residents. He thinks that if they brought in experts, the neighbors’ experts would
refute many arguments.
The application states that the project will have no impact on the adjoining
residential area. That is not true. Would any Board member buy a house on
Lockerbie Lane that backs up to this project? Does anybody think a 1970’
building won’t affect the Lockerbie properties? Would saleability and mortgages
be affected? This project is a 24/7 project and is the only business in the Village
that is open 24 hours/7 days a week.
There are a number of hotels in the immediate area including Evanston,
Glenview, Glencoe, Northbrook, and Skokie. The hotel in Skokie is in walking
distance from the proposed hotel. Not one of those municipalities permits parking
below one per room and plus employees and plus areas for meeting rooms.
They prepared a written coherent summary of objections to be part of the case
record. This addresses many other points. He read the conclusion portion of the
summary. He said that the application should not have been filed with nor
encouraged by the Village. The application admits that a hotel is neither a special
use or permitted use in the OR district and no argument can change that fact and
the Village Board does not have the power to approve this application. It must be
rejected because the proposed project defies the meaning of rationality or
common sense in administering and interpreting zoning. The proposed project is
not a proper use in an OR district or possibly in any other district. Applicant states
that modifications are needed to make hotel economically viable and to fit the
building on the site. This is a hardship argument being made by a person who
does not own the site and who is not under any obligation to buy the site. The
Village is not obligated to fill the needs of others. If there is any perceived need
for the hotel, which they deny, and the applicant is insistent on fulfilling it the
applicant should purchase the property for sale at the corner of Old Orchard Road
and Frontage Road.
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4.24

Mr. Johnson has lived in the Village for 40 years. He showed his back patio on
the site plan. Their proposed dumpster is not too far from his house and closer to
other neighbor’s houses.
The Chairman Later said that the Commission has the letter he submitted. Is there
anything outside of the letter that he wants to discuss?
Mr. Johnson talked about water needs and sewers. Does the Board approve the
intent or completion of getting those things done?
Mr. Adler said that as it relates to the water service, it is his understanding that the
way the hotel’s water needs are being serviced, if they cannot get an easement
across one of the properties at the south end of Lockerbie, would be to tie a 6”
line running down Old Glenview to an 8” line that runs under the Edens
Expressway. The applicant will be asked to run tests to show that there is
sufficient water pressure for their operation. The Village believes that what they
are proposing is sufficient and would not affect the water service on Lockerbie
Lane. If it is possible to get an easement across, the applicant should loop the
Lockerbie water main.
Mr. Johnson said that absent the easement, even creating a loop around there will
put a drain and make fighting a second fire on Lockerbie Lane difficult.
Mr. Adler said they spoke with the fire chief and he indicated that bringing the
water line down Old Glenview Road and connecting it to the line that runs under
the Edens should not have any impact on the Lockerbie Lane water pressure.
Mr. Johnson said that the water pressure answer is not known.
Mr. Adler said if preliminary approval is granted by the Village Board, the
applicant would need to return at the time of their final submittal to show that
what the Village thinks is correct.
Mr. Johnson asked if intent was sufficient for approval. Mr. Adler said that intent
was sufficient.
Mr. Johnson read question 3 into the record. He talked about the recent change to
the OR district where medical offices were made permitted but not vet offices or
banks, which were made special uses because of the impact they could have on
adjacent properties. Traffic and waste were taken into account during this
discussion with the Plan Commission agreeing that vet offices and banks would
have a negative impact traffic wise on neighboring properties and vet offices
would have a negative impact waste wise. What impact does traffic and garbage
from the hotel have on the neighborhood? He talked about how the garbage area
of the existing office building was relocated to the northwest corner of the
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property and the increase in smell, rodents and insects it created for the
neighboring properties.
He read question 4. He talked about years ago Charthouse requested to build in
Evanston at Orrington and Clark Streets. The city was excited because Charthouse
was an upscale restaurant but the day before it was supposed to open up went the
Burger King signs. Charthouse decided to open up a Burger King franchise. The
Village President, when they met with him last week, indicated that any hotel
might be the final site occupant. It could be a Red Roof Inn, Motel 6 or a truck
stop. Would these uses be acceptable to the Plan Commission and how does the
Plan Commission control this? According to their website all Residence Inn
hotels have convenience marts that sell beer and wine and many have restaurants
and bars. Is that the intent here?
He read question 5 which dealt with PUD standard 4, the PUD should not be
inconsistent with the community character of the neighborhood. The developer
addressed consistency only with allowed uses within the OR district. This
response is not consistent with what is allowed in the OR district since there is
nothing in the OR district that is consistent with a hotel. The neighbors would be
glad if another three story office building went onto the site. The latter cannot be
compared with the proposed hotel. No reasonable person can compare a 3 story 9
to 5 office building to a 6 story 24 hour hotel. How can anybody suggest a 6 story
hotel is consistent with the neighborhood especially considering that this would
be the only hotel in the northern suburbs to abut single family properties?
He talked about PUD standard 8 which dealt with providing adequate landscaping
and buffering. They admitted that they plan to add no landscaping to the site. He
sent three pictures that even with full deciduous trees, houses are visible. When
the leaves are gone there is no buffering and residents will face a 70 wall and or
hotel guest windows 6 months of the year. If the hotel is approved, what would
the Village require of the developer to comply with the buffering standards. He
suggested nothing less than 40’ tall evergreens would be adequate.
As for some of the discussion that took place earlier he asked if the Village would
lessen the standards of construction for Plaza del Lago or Edens Plaza? The lights
on the west side of the parking lot are fine thanks to the previous owner. He
would prefer the present location versus moving them to the east side.
4.25

Mr. Rasof, a 39 year resident of Lockerbie Lane, referenced a shed of some type
as shown on the site plan and noted that this would be the refuse area. His lot line
and house directly abut that shed. He talked about his area as it is today and what
it would be like if the hotel was built so close to his home. He talked about the
cross ventilation he enjoys and that he will no longer be able to enjoy it with a 6
story hotel feet from his property, the air conditioning and car noise, the odor
from garbage area and the noise from removing the garbage at all hours will
require him to say good bye to that cross ventilation he has enjoyed
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He talked about the article by former Village President John Jacoby that talked
about the inadequacy of parking and that article doesn't even account for
employees. The article states that there is no room for parking on the narrow
public streets fronting the property. He asked the commissioners to allow him to
continue to keep his windows open.
4.26

Mr. Gorman is a mechanical contractor and works for Murphy and Miller. He
talked about the cooling for the proposed development. He said a 30 horsepower
motor on an evaporator tower that is located on the ground or roof and has an
RPM rating of 800 to 1600 rpm with a fan blade that is a minimum diameter of 8’
sounds like an airplane. That is what the neighborhood will be exposed to. He
believes that the Village is only looking at the tax revenue. He asked the
Commission to consider investment in its citizens. He has lived on Lockerbie
Lane for 25 years. He hears the maximum 15 horsepower motor on the existing
office building every night when it turns on.

4.27

Mr. Hawkinson thanked the commissioners for their work. He has confidence in
the commission. He said this case is fairly cut and dry. He heard the applicants
talk about the existing sliver of land and that is what it is. The presentation with
the number of variations being requested makes it obvious that the building does
not fit the space. He referenced what modifications were being requested: lot
width, building setback, building height-roof and parapet, floor area, loading
spaces, and signage. The modifications are necessary to make the hotel
economically possible and fit the building appropriately on the site in relation to
parking areas, landscape areas, residential areas and existing office building. It
doesn't fit.

4.28

Mr. Gerber said he moved to the Village in 1973. The neighbors are asking so
many questions because the design is not a good fit with the property. There are
many inaccuracies and bias in the plan. There is a garbage dump behind his house
at this time. He had a meeting with the owner of the office building. He told Mr.
Gerber that he wants to be a good neighbor and he put up some trees.
The proposed plan is impressive, but where do they talk about being a good
neighbor. Lockerbie Lane was not even mentioned in the presentation. He has not
seen any concessions. The only thing is the potential of the water loop and that
isn't for Lockerbie, it is to improve the hotel’s water.
He is an expert traveler and has been on the road for 10 years and has elite status
with Hilton. He is part of the Marriott rewards program and has stayed at these
hotels. The business traveler is what they target for but he has stayed at many of
these hotels who charge lower rates ($59 a day) for longer stays. What types of
people do you think will be staying then?
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The applicants talked about the security of their guests but what about security for
the neighborhood. Who are they bringing into the neighborhood that they need
security? The crime rate and murder rates are low and nonexistent. There is a lot
of crime that happens in hotels. Is that the type of business you want to bring to
Wilmette?
The applicant discounted the views. The view on the north will allow them to see
into houses that are northwest of the site. He said that there will be a lot of lights
from hotel windows and he will see those lights.
He talked about the traffic in the area and dangerous intersections. Business
travelers will add to the traffic in the area.
The fence has not been maintained for years and he heard nothing about
improving this. Regarding security, how will they prevent transients from coming
into the neighborhood and having parties at night. With a hotel, there are also
buses and taxis coming in at all hours of the day. He questions why the Village
needs a hotel. The hotels in Skokie are close enough for him.
He reiterated the concept of being a good neighbor. The applicant did not
recognize Lockerbie Lane and there are sign issues to be addressed. The applicant
wants to build an oversized hotel on a small piece of land but didn't address many
design issues showing a total lack of respect for the neighborhood.
4.29

Ms. Gerber said she has lived in the Village for five years. She loves her street.
They could have lived anywhere but chose to live on that street. There is a sense
of community. She is very concerned about the type of people and activity that
would come to her neighborhood because the hotel is an extended stay. Someone
who did not even live in the area of the hotel didn’t like the idea of an extended
stay hotel in the Village. When you think of the North Shore or a place like
Wilmette you don’t think of extended stay hotels. What is being done to attract
future buyers into the Village to provide the tax base. She talked about the
clientele of Macy’s being different and asked if we want to look back in 10 years
and say what did we let into our community.
She said the Village needs to find a better way to increase tax base.

4.30

Ms. Szumsky said she didn’t realize the garbage was so close to her. There will be
more pollution, more noise, and accidents. She can’t believe they are considering
having people go in and out on Lockwood Drive. It is an abominable idea to
entertain something this destructive to Village residents.

4.31

Mr. Berkovich talked about the letter he sent that is part of the case packet. He is
an architect and was shocked about the building design. He thought that the
developer was trying to save money and hired unknown architects. He found out
that the firm actually does good design work, but they did not do this with the
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proposed building. The building is bulky and not in scale with the surroundings. If
this request is approved, they should use a different palette and seek out different
ideas. Why didn’t they consider other options such as below grade parking to save
the grove of trees?
4.32

Mr. Petitte thought he heard that there was a 74’ rise from the finished floor to the
parapet wall. Is that correct?
Mr. Dose said it was 70’ from the finished floor of the building to the top of the
parapet.
Mr. Petitte asked what the elevation was at street level.
Mr. Adler said that the 74’ is the height that the structure is above the average of
the side lot lines at the front setback line.
Mr. Petitte asked at what two points are the elevations above street.
Mr. Dose said they are about even with the street level.
Mr. Petitte talked about the impact on existing storm water detention. He and
other neighbors experienced flooding in the last 10” rainfall. Although it was
considered a 100-year rain, for those who had to tap into the storm water system
vs. the sanitary system, they experienced flooding while other homes did not have
flooding. The storm water system could not hold more water after the last rain.
Those sump pumps and gutters that discharge into the same system were at
capacity and back flowing into basements. He thought he heard that there would
be little impact on the infrastructure, specifically storm water. There is
underground detention also. Water will affect the storm water system after the
next substantial rain. Because some of the neighbors have already had flooding,
how will this issue be addressed?
Ms. Mayerhofer said that the west side of the village has a separate sewer system
that handles storm water and sanitary water in two different piping systems. The
issue of storm water capacity is different from sanitary water capacity. Any time
there is a significant rain event that the storm sewer cannot handle, there will be
relatively shallow street flooding. She asked to talk to residents whose sump
pumps or down spouts were connected to the storm sewer system because she
would like to get them disconnected to allow for more capacity for storm water
coming into the street. Any resident who has a sanitary backup through a floor
drain or seepage, she wants to talk to them because there are simple things to
consider and improve drainage.
Regarding this project, currently the water drains off the site. They will work with
the developer’s engineer to check calculations. The Village’s job is to ensure that
the downstream condition is not worsened by runoff from this site. They will do
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this by controlling the runoff. They would like to encourage best management
practices. Through infiltration and planting deep rooted wetland plants, they can
manage storm water. They can also use underground detention and storm sewers.
They will press the developers to maximize their ability to manage storm water
onsite.
4.33

Regarding restrictors that could be used, Mr. Gorman asked if the City of Chicago
used those restrictors. In Chicago, residents’ basements were completely flooded
with use of the restrictors. How is it that through technology they can grow grass
in the desert and then take it out so it doesn’t burn off? This is a company that has
no investment in the Village and only wants to come here to generate money.
More thought has to be put into this project. He asked the Commission to think
about what we as a Village can do. Maybe the Village can find another way to
generate taxes.
Ms. Mayerhofer said that they are not intending to do what was done in Chicago.
When storm water is restricted, the key is to provide a route so that when the
capacity of the downstream system is exceeded, that water still has a safe place to
go. They want to ensure that the overflow routes are not flowing across Lockerbie
Lane properties and that they are contained onsite and then moving offsite to the
east.

4.34

Mr. Gosslin is president of Wilmette Park Townhomes. Their community is
opposed to the development as proposed for the reasons stated tonight. This
should be an easy decision for the commission to make after hearing arguments
tonight.

4.35

Ms. Benson said they are all upset about this proposal. She moved into the
townhome in 2005. She loves her townhome and the area is quiet. She believes
that feel will be lost if the development is built as proposed.

4.36

Ms. Berkovich said that there are six townhomes at the north side of the lot. She
developed the townhomes 12 years ago. She is an architect. Permission was
granted to build these townhomes. Lockerbie has the backyards on the west side
of the lot. 3305 has the backyards of residential units on the north side of the lot.
She said that the northwest corner of the lot is residential. They will be affected
by the traffic, the number of cars, and the exhaust.
She talked about a refuse container that was put there without anyone knowing
that it would be there. Regardless if the PUD is approved or not she wants it on
the record that the refuse area will be removed.
Chairman Later said that the Plan Commission did not approve this.
Ms. Berkovich said there is no fence. There will be two garbage collections. The
south border of the lot has six trees. The area is a huge green area, a grove. If the
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developer is not going to remove the trees, then they should preserve them, but
she thinks that the trees will no longer be there. She said it is not possible to put a
huge building like the one proposed on the lot.
4.37

Mr. Pettite talked about the lighting on the site. In the late fall and in the winter
when there are no trees, they can see buildings just beyond them. They can see
National Louis University and another building. There is a lot of light coming
from the buildings. Sometimes there is a glow of light that is so strong it can light
the sky and the street around them.
There was discussion about the lighting concerns and signage but what about the
entire building. How would that impact their neighborhood? How is that
measured? Right now the two buildings’ lights are on during high use times. The
proposed project is continuous. Will that issue be addressed?

4.38

Mr. Shiner said his office is on that corner. He does not live there and he doesn’t
want to downplay the concerns of the residents. He is in favor of the project. He is
a partner in the ownership of the office building. He is not the general partner.
There are 135,000 cars that pass by the building daily. His building provides a
sound barrier and a barrier to what goes on. The intersection will not change even
after intersection improvements are made. Some of the lighting comes from the
lights on the highway, as well as lights from the cars on the highway. When one
talks about noise, decibel levels and lighting, they need to consider that the
property to the south is bordered by multi storied buildings and to the east it is
bordered by a highway. He wants the commission to take this into consideration.
He said that he is in his office about two days per week into the evening hours.

4.39

Ms. Benson said that she makes the turn on Old Glenview Road because she
works in the city and has to get on the highway. The situation is bad now. If
people at the hotel are trying to get into the city at the same time, the situation will
be horrendous.

4.40

Mr. Berglund said that the commissioners are the voice of the people at the
hearing tonight. If you would want this in your backyard, vote yes. If not, please
vote no.

4.41

Mr. Gerber said he wanted to rebut Mr. Shiner’s comments. He is there two days
per week and Mr. Gerber is there seven days per week. He doesn’t sleep in his
office. The Edens Expressway provides a service to the community which the
hotel will not do.

4.45

Mr. Johnson asked what the process was after this portion of the hearing.
Chairman Later said that when public comment is closed, the commissioners will
go into deliberations. They will discuss their concerns and perhaps ask further
questions of the applicant or the residents. Either they will move to vote or move
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to table the case if more information is needed. But public comments have to end
before deliberations can begin. If neighbors do not have additional information to
share, she asked that public comments be closed.
4.46

Mr. Gerber asked if this was the last forum for public comments.
Mr. Adler said that if a vote is taken tonight, the vote will go to the Village Board.
The public would have an opportunity to address the Village Board. This is the
first of a four step process for a PUD. If it receives preliminary approval, there is
a final approval process before the Plan Commission and the Village Board.
Chairman Later said that the Plan Commission gives a recommendation to the
Village Board. The Plan Commission is advisory council. The Village Board
could overturn the Plan Commission’s recommendation.
Mr. Dose asked to address the noise issue and whether a 30 horsepower motor
will be used and how air conditioning and ventilation are done.
Mr. Ericksson said the individual guest rooms typically have small units in the
room that make less noise than a residential window air conditioner unit. For the
general ventilation, there are typically two large air handlers that are probably
smaller in size than the office building. The only other noise producing will be the
ventilation on the roof for the bathrooms.
Mr. Gorman asked if there will be any make up air units?
Mr. Ericksson said the makeup air units are on the roof and that provided the air
for the corridor. The make up air units are approximately10 to 15 horsepower a
piece.

5.0

VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE PLAN COMMISSION
5.1

Chairman Later said that the commissioners could talk about the findings of the
PUD. They can begin by determining if there were other questions or concerns to
discuss before discussion starts.

5.2

Mr. Bailey asked if there were any studies done about the noise level. Is there
objective information?
Mr. Ericksson said that no particular studies were done.

5.3

Mr. Bailey asked if they were requested to do studies in the other developments.
Mr. Dose said that they were not requested to do studies in other developments.
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Mr. Adler said that there is a maximum decibel limit at the receiving lot line of 45
decibels from any noise source. The applicant could be asked to provide
information about the noise generated by the mechanical equipment for this
project. Depending on the Plan Commission’s recommendation and the Village
Board vote, if this were to come back to the Plan Commission for a final vote, the
commission could ask them to provide this information.
5.4

Chairman Later proposed that the commissioners use their worksheets and discuss
required findings. They can also add to the requirements.

5.5

Mr. Bailey asked about the primary charge of the Plan Commission. Is it to go
through the work sheet and make the findings?
Mr. Adler said they can discuss the case and make comments, but at some point if
a decision is to be made this evening, the commissioners would need to find the
required findings. But the commissioners could discuss their general opinions.

5.6

Ms. Urban asked if the commissioners can recommend approval with
modifications.
Chairman Later said if there are certain situations like buffering, the
commissioners can condition the motion for the Village Board’s consideration.
Mr. Adler said he recommends that this be done so that the record that goes to the
Village Board has the Plan Commission’s complete findings on the request. A
motion has to be made, but it can contain conditions. Motions are generally made
in the positive to recommend approval.

5.7

Chairman Later said that the worksheet is very helpful when looking at PUDs. It
is also very helpful for the Village Board to read the comments. In order to begin
she asked that a motion be made.
Ms. Urban moved that the Plan Commission recommends approval of a PUD for
a hotel at 3201 Old Glenview Road. Mr. Goldstein seconded the motion.

5.8

Chairman Later said that she wanted to find out if the application was within the
general policies of the Comprehensive Plan. The district is OR and the request is
for a planned development.
Mr. Adler said that the commissioners have heard a lot of opinions from the
applicant and the public. In the submittal, the applicant gave answers to the
conditions. They could start with their responses to the standards. The
commissioners could say they agree or disagree with the comments.

5.9

Mr. Bailey asked if the standards were each addressed in the staff report.
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Mr. Adler said that is not the applicant’s response. In the packet is staff’s response
to the standards and the responses are not complete as the hearing had yet to be
held but there are references to the Comprehensive Plan that the commissioners
might feel relate to the application. Such as the OR section that talks about further
development on the site.
Mr. Bailey asked if they shouldn't look at both of those.
Mr. Adler said yes and the Plan Commission’s opinion on those standards is
based on what was presented to them by the neighbors and the applicant.
5.10

Mr. Goldstein thought that the staff report was excellent. Excellent points were
made by residents. He clarified that there was a difference between typical zoning
and a PUD case so it is handled differently. A PUD is allowed if the Plan
Commission finds the PUD meets the intent of the Comprehensive Plan, that
allows for a PUD by definition is different from the OR zoning. A PUD is
different than standard zoning and is handle differently in terms of the consistency
with the overall purpose, rather than the specific standards and variations.

5.11

Chairman Later said that the first standard is about the Comprehensive Plan. She
read the applicant’s response. The hotel will strengthen the tax base and provide a
service not currently available in Wilmette. She asked for comments.

5.12

Mr. Bailey asked how this can be assessed without knowing what the tax revenues
would be.
Mr. Adler asked if the applicant could answer this question.
Mr. Frankiewicz asked if it was specific to the room revenue tax.
Mr. Adler said that is one portion.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that based on stabilized room revenue of $4,000,000 at
9.75% annually.
Mr. Bailey asked what portion Wilmette got from that amount.
Mr. Frankiewicz said that the amount is 2.25% for the first ten years. Then 9.75%
after ten years.
Mr. Adler repeated the question regarding the lodging tax. What would the
Village’s portion of the lodging tax be? There was a discussion about what the tax
would be for the first ten years.
Mr. Frankiewicz said his numbers were correct. On an annual basis, 9.75% is
about $400,000. 2.25% is about $100,000. In addition, they would project a real
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property tax of $350,000 to $400,000 annually. There is a state annual tax of
$250,000 to $300,000.
5.13

Mr. Bailey said that the applicant and staff indicate that this is a major benefit, but
he doesn’t know how to assess this without quantification. It is hard for him to see
any other direct benefit other than developing the property. The property doesn't
link into any other commercial development taking place in Wilmette. This is sort
of a stand-alone facility.

5.14

Chairman Later said that she agrees with Mr. Bailey assessments. This is a
revenue generating project. The commissioners have to decide if this should be
pursued with the Village.

5.15

Mr. Bailey asked if anyone could articulate a public benefit to this project.
Mr. Kohn said he asked that of the developer thinking in regards to physical
tangible benefits there could be a lot more done for not much more cost that
would address a lot of the residents’ concerns. He asked the architect and
developer to explain how they went about this and he found out that there would
be jobs and tax revenue. There were no real other benefits articulated.
Mr. Goldstein agreed that the developer could have done a better job addressing
the neighbor's concerns such as the water main issue. He does think there is a
benefit to having a hotel in the Village but it has to fit and neighbors’ concerns
have to be addressed. he believed that the proposal met the spirit of the
Comprehensive Plan in adding to a strong business environment and adding to the
Edens corridor.

5.16

Ms. Urban said that since Mr. Bailey said that it was hard to determine how much
public benefit is accruing to the Village, does Mr. Adler have information about
how much sales tax revenue was lost with the closing of Borders.
Mr. Adler said he does not have this information. Sales tax is slightly higher than
last year but the closing of Borders or Crate and Barrel would not yet be reflected
in the information we have. There is not that level of detail for that type of
information.

5.17

Mr. Bailey asked if there was a risk that the project could affect a decline in
property values of the neighboring residential properties. Is that an offset of the
revenues?

5.18

Chairman Later asked how that could be quantified.

5.19

Ms. Urban asked how much is attributable to the current real estate market versus
this development.
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5.20

Mr. Bailey said that public comments were made that this project might reduce
property values in adjoining residences.

5.21

Chairman Later said she was not sure if she heard comments about property
values but she heard comments about quality of life issues which in turn can
affect property values.

5.22

Mr. Bailey said he heard people voicing concerns about property values.

5.23

Ms. Urban said that she agrees that a hotel is an appropriate use in the location
along the highway given the other uses in the area.

5.24

Chairman Later asked if commissioners should just make comments on each
response from the applicant and then do a general round table discussion and take
a vote.
Mr. Adler said there will be majority and minority findings completed if there is a
split vote. The findings will reflect the comments made by the commissioners.
Staff will generate the proper findings.

5.25

Chairman Later said that the next response deals with allowable uses in a PUD.
The use has to be a special or a permitted use or ask for an exception to 5.15.
Mr. Adler said that in this situation, it asks whether the proposed use is necessary
for the PUD or a big part of the PUD. In this case the proposed use is the PUD.
This section asks whether this use being requested by such exceptions is
necessary or desirable or appropriate with respect to the primary purpose of the
development. Are the standards met? The primary purpose of this development is
the proposed hotel, which is the exception they are asking for.

5.26

Mr. Bailey asked if that question was moot.
Mr. Adler said this can be considered a moot question given the nature of the
development with one use and not have many uses.

5.27

Chairman Later said the exception standard relates whether the use was
appropriate for the area and that was covered in standard number one. There were
comments and concerns about light and air and property values. The developer
had comments about how they believed they were addressing those concerns.

5.28

Mr. Goldstein said he did have concerns that there would be an impact from the
development on neighboring properties but with conditions standards 3 and 4 can
be met. There was a lot of discussion about buffers and lack of plantings. He
believes the concerns can be addressed with the appropriate design. The dumpster
issue was raised several times. It needs to be moved away from backyards. He
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thought that the sign was large for the building. He would like discussion on the
materials presented by the developer.
5.29

Mr. Kohn said those issues could offset what the public benefit is and what the
quality of the overall development is and how it fits with the community.

5.30

Chairman Later had concerns about ambient lighting. Can there be window
treatments?

5.31

Mr. Kohn said he was not so concerned about lighting because this is a residential
type use.

5.32

Chairman Later said she believes that ambient lighting it is a concern for the
neighbors. Lights being left on all night will have an impact.

5.33

Mr. Bailey said there were pictures of what this looks like from the north and
from the south but there weren’t pictures of what it looks like from where the
neighbors live. This cannot be compared to the master plan, but there was a lot of
discussion in the master plan of having the large structures in the center of the
Village so the large buildings would not affect too much of the light to smaller
buildings. He does not know why that principle is that much different.

5.34

Mr. Kohn said it is a matter of planning. There was a question about building
placement on the site. The plan is straight forward. There is an elevation of the
west façade which resembles the east façade. That is what the residents will see. It
is a narrow profile. The presentation was not good since it didn't illustrate that the
bumps on the north and south are one story pieces. The width of the six story
building is actually 65’. That is what the neighbor sees. The presentation could
have better explained what is happening on the ground floor and what the massing
of those components are.

5.35

Mr. Bailey clarified that the structure is six stories.

5.36

Ms. Urban said that from an impact on public property and welfare point of view,
there was talk tonight about the fence is deteriorating and this could be a
condition placed on the motion. Can the height of the fence be raised?
Mr. Adler said that the maximum height is 6.5’ except in the required front or side
yard adjoining a street and there the maximum height is 4’. With the Jewel
development, an 8’ barrier was put up. The Commission could recommend a taller
fence.

5.37

Mr. Bailey said that the staff report talks about the hotel being consistent with the
character of the surrounding area while mentioning the expressway and office
buildings. He didn’t see anything in the staff report about the residential
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neighborhood. The consideration seems to be focused to the north and south and
not to the west.
Mr. Adler said that the size and orientation of the hotel is left to the Plan
Commission to deliberate. The construction of a hotel on this site seemed in
keeping with the Comprehensive Plan given the expressway and multi-story
office buildings.
Mr. Bailey said he can see a hotel on that site being in keeping with the
Comprehensive Plan, he just didn't know that all that all of the concerns raised by
the neighbors have been fully considered.
5.38

Chairman Later said she has reservations as to whether this is consistent with the
neighborhood. The residential character that is so close to the use is not
consistent. The proposed building is large and bulky and near a residential
community. She does not necessarily agree with staff’s response.
Ms. Urban asked if they can make reference to the adjoining residential
neighborhood.
Mr. Adler said yes and that the findings are those of the Plan Commission. It is
absolutely okay to disagree with staff’s findings.

5.39

Chairman Later said she would like to see a reference to the adjoining residential
neighborhood in their recommendation to the Board.

5.40

Mr. Bailey said it should have been obvious that residents would object to the
refuse container in the proposed area and that is one element that is inconsistent
with the neighboring residential area. He is not sure about the scale of the facility.
Maybe it has to be six stories to be economically viable and maybe that is
consistent with the other structures in the vicinity. The adjacent structure is three
stories and this is twice the height so it is a dramatically larger size. When the
Commission discussed a five story structure in the Village Center it was felt that a
structure that size should not be abutting residences and as he recalls that was a
big issue according to the master plan.

5.41

Ms. Urban asked the height of the National Louis University building.
Mr. Adler was not sure of the height. It is probably between 75’ to 100’.

5.42

Mr. Bailey said that National Louis is not adjacent to the neighborhood and Ms.
Urban said it was adjacent to the site. She pointed out National Louis on the
aerial.
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5.43

Mr. Goldstein said all areas will have a boundary and Lockerbie doesn’t connect
directly into this property. The property orients much more to the east but that
said, you do not want to negatively impact adjacent properties. The developer did
not do a good job of creating a transition. He thinks that the site is much more
commercial and would not be appropriate for single-family housing. It orients
towards the Edens and Old Orchard. It is commercial property between a sevenstory and three-story property. The problem he sees is the impact on neighbors
and what they can do as a Plan Commission to make sure there are no negative
impacts.

5.44

Chairman Later said that National Louis University is not a 24/7 operation,
although there are night classes.

5.45

Ms. Urban said she complains if there is noise at the hotel where she stays.

5.46

Mr. Bailey asked if National Louis University was in the Village.
Mr. Adler said it was located in Skokie.

5.47

Ms. Urban talked about impact on public facilities - standard number 5. Has there
been any discussion of permeable surface for the parking lot? Does it make a
difference? There would be room for plantings if there was more permeable
surface.
Mr. Adler said such surfaces could theoretically be a best management practice
they propose if they come back for final approval.
Ms. Urban said the amount of impervious surface is high and if they could do
anything to change that it would make a difference in having a permeable surface
for the parking and wouldn't take away spaces.
Mr. Goldstein felt the overflow parking might be the best area to consider.

5.48

Mr. Bailey asked if it was realistic to have a permeable surface for a facility of
this nature where people will having rolling bags.

5.49

Mr. Goldstein said they are talking about having underground retention and that’s
good.

5.50

Mr. Bailey said that staff report talks about needing further assessment of sewer
capacity. Is that resolved?
Mr. Adler said if the case receives a recommendation to move forward, this would
be resolved prior to final approval. The understanding of the way they are looping
the water to serve their property is more complete than what they are doing
regarding drainage on the site. They believe that their solution – putting retention
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under parking lot – will work. If this gets approval from Village Board, they will
have to prove to staff and the Village’s consulting engineer that the proposed
solution is working and meeting Village requirements.
If the developer cannot meet Village engineering requirement, there would be no
final approval forthcoming.
Mr. Bailey asked to what level of margin of error is the Village’s engineering
standard?
Ms. Mayerhofer said that the Engineering Department will ensure that the plan
works.
5.51

Chairman Later said that they are on standard number six. She thought that the
commissioners can all agree that there is no negative historical or archeological
impact.

5.52

Chairman Later went on to the standard regarding parking and traffic. She
questioned the amount of parking being provided. She feels unclear as to how
much parking will spill over onto the office property. One space per two rooms
plus employees is rather low especially in such a remote site.

5.53

Ms. Urban agreed with the above comment.

5.54

Mr. Kohn said that a hotel and an office use from a shared parking standpoint is a
good mix. He doesn’t know how it works for overflow. That has to do with
operating agreements between the two properties. He doesn’t want to see more
surface taken up with paving.

5.55

Mr. Goldstein agreed with the above comments. He does not want to see more
paving but having an agreement that provides for one parking space per room
makes sense.

5.56

Mr. Bailey said that the agreement the developer has with neighboring properties
makes one see the property as a whole. It would be helpful to see the agreement.
There was discussion about an easement.

5.57

Mr. DeLeo asked if there were parking restrictions on Central. Would people try
to park on the street if the lot was full. Chairman Later didn't believe so and it is a
narrow street.

5.58

Mr. Kohn said the intersection at Old Orchard troubles him. It’s a problem and
will be a problem. There has been no recommendation other than to rely on IDOT
for ramp improvements. Did the applicant look at anything they could do? Could
sequencing be done?
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5.59

Chairman Later pointed out that area was under County jurisdiction and not
Wilmette.

5.60

Mr. Bailey said that he relies on expert consultants to assess traffic and parking. Is
the question one of scale? Will 130 units have too much impact on traffic? Or is it
minimal relative to other traffic? He talked about having the entryway so close to
the curve in road. Staff also raised that question in requesting the entryway be
moved further away from the curve in the road.

5.61

Chairman Later talked about the parking at the southwest corner being hazardous.

5.62

Regarding buffering, Chairman Later said that fencing and landscaping were
discussed. She would like to think there can be additional landscaping on the west
side.

5.63

Mr. Goldstein said that is a reasonable request to ask for evergreens or similar
materials. He would like to see the applicant meet with the neighbors to see if a
higher fence is desirable.

5.64

Chairman Later said that there is a question of ownership regarding the fencing.

5.65

Chairman Later said regarding the performance standard the applicant has a
history of building similar hotels.
Mr. Goldstein said there was a concern about whether the development agreement
requires the Marriott brand.
Mr. Adler said it is his understanding that there is control for the life of the tax
sharing agreement. Depending on the outcome of this hearing, the Finance
Committee is recommending to the Village Board that the brand would have to be
Hyatt, Hilton or Marriott. At this point, it’s for the length of the ten year tax
sharing agreement.

5.66

Mr. Goldstein asked if staff could look into whether it could be for more than ten
years.

5.67

Chairman Later said regarding the appearance, design, and material standard,
there was concern about the quality of proposed materials. She was still not clear
of the differences between EIFS and Hardie Plank but the architects probably are.
She would like to recommend that the highest quality materials be used.

5.68

Mr. Kohn asked Mr. Adler to elaborate on what section 20-4.9.6 refers to.
Mr. Adler said that is the appearance review section. It talks about standards of
review for an Appearance Review Certificate. He read the information that related
to building design.
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5.69

There was discussion about the scale and proportion. As this case is a PUD, it
would not go to Appearance Review Commission.

5.70

Mr. Goldstein said that the commission needs to come up with a recommendation
regarding appearance.

5.71

Chairman Later talked about the appearance of the west wall and the scale and
proportion of the building and how it relates to the lot line. This is a materials
issue.

5.72

Mr. Bailey said that they need to consider if the scale of the structure relative to
the lot line is appropriate. It appears to him that there is a question about that. Is
the scale appropriate for this size property? Even in a commercial area one could
say property is fairly small for the structure. It also abuts a residential area.

5.73

Mr. Goldstein said that other commercial areas abut another use but the question
is, how does that transition take place? He sees the area as a commercial corridor
with a residential street behind it. He said it fits with the scale going to the south,
the question is what happens to the west.

5.74

Ms. Urban said to the point about a blank west wall, testimony was given that that
was partly to protect residents’ privacy by not having hotel rooms that face their
homes. There could be other ways to articulate that wall.

5.75

Chairman Later said she is not sure if a recommendation can be made.

5.76

Mr. Kohn said there is a west elevation in the packet. They reviewed the elevation
design. There was also some discussion regarding the size of the building and
coverage on the lot.

5.77

Mr. Bailey said that if there is going to be a structure like this, signage facing
Edens is not unreasonable. Signage is consistent with building scale. He does not
know if the residents object to the copy. They object to the scale of the building
itself. To him, signage is minor.

5.78

Chairman Later agreed with above comment.
Mr. Adler said the commission reviewed the first set of standards and now have to
review the modification standards. Some repeat previous standards.

5.79

Chairman Later read information about the modification standards. Standard one
is about integrated design and she read standard one. There is only one building.
Mr. Adler said it is not a PUD with multiple structures. The parcel is proposed to
be subdivided. One could look at how the proposal relates to the office building to
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the north. They currently are one parcel, but what is being proposed is a
subdivision of the south 1.6 acres from the overall site.
5.80

Chairman Later said it was a moot point if a subdivision takes place.

5.81

Chairman Later read standard two regarding open space. The developer
commented about not having open space.

5.82

Ms. Urban said there is no room for open space.

5.83

Chairman Later read standard three about the location of taller buildings that are
to be located within a PUD. This is only one building on one parcel. There was
discussion about the sight lines from the hotel and the homes. There was no visual
or sight line exhibit presented so it is hard to comment on that.

5.84

Mr. Bailey said the question appears to be focused on the effect within the
development itself.
Mr. Adler said that it mentions surrounding properties and whether the PUDs
unreasonably invades the privacy of occupants.

5.85

Chairman Later said the Commission can ask for a rendering that shows how the
views of the north side of the building relate to the surrounding neighborhood.

5.86

Chairman Later said the next standard dealt with functional and mechanical
features, exposed areas, trash and garbage containers, service and truck loading
areas, etc. There was discussion about the need for garbage receptacles to be
moved to the east side or into an interior location if possible, but removed from
the present location.

5.87

Chairman Later said the next standard dealt with visual and acoustical privacy and
she read the standard. This standard was more about residential. This standard
goes along with the need to increase the buffering to the west.

5.88

Chairman Later said the next standard was about ownership and it appeared as if
there would be one owner.

5.89

Chairman Later said the next standard was about energy efficient design and other
design types.

5.90

Mr. Kohn didn’t think there was any discussion about whether developer would
seek LEED certification.
Mr. Adler said the developer did not indicate whether they would seek LEED
certification. They indicated they would supply energy efficient items when
possible and there was a part in there about meeting high standards. He does not
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know what the high standards of a Residence Inn are. What they are proposing is
probably what the state energy and conservation code requires.
5.91

Chairman Later said the next standard was about landscape conservation and
visual enhancement. There are no special landscape features with this project.

5.92

Mr. Goldstein said that the commissioners would need to see a landscape plan. He
could not follow whether the trees would be saved. There also needs to be a plan
for the buffer area.

5.93

Regarding parking and circulation Chairman Later read the standard. Emergency
vehicle access was not discussed.
Mr. Adler said that the fire department reviewed the site plan and had no concerns
regarding emergency vehicle access.

5.94

There was discussion about access points. Mr. Adler asked if the commission
wanted that addressed in this standard. The applicant’s expert said that given the
timing, the location of the access points were sufficient and should be safe.

5.95

Regarding circulation, Mr. Adler said that the Village’s consultant believed that
onsite circulation was sufficient. The only issue was the moving of the curb cuts
and the applicant said that moving the curb cuts on Old Glenview Road poses a
problem because it would then be on the office property to the north. The
commission could ask the Village consultant if they could reach a level of
comfort with the existing proposed location.

5.96

Chairman Later read the standard regarding surface water drainage. There will be
an underground retaining mechanism.
Mr. Adler said this item would need to be addressed in its entirety at final review.

5.97

Mr. Adler said that each commissioner has to decide if the standards were met
and if they were not all met, it will impact the vote.

5.98

Mr. Kohn asked if issues needed to be answered prior to a vote being taken.

5.99

Chairman Later said the applicant could ask for a continuance until they have
more information or they could amend the motion to include conditions or they
could recommend granting conditional approval.
Mr. Kohn felt there were a lot of questions not answered.

5.100 Mr. Adler said that the commission could ask the applicant if they would accept a
continuance until some questions are answered and if some of the conditions that
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the plan commission discussed would be accepted. Or the commission could call
for a vote to be taken this evening.
The applicant said that their preference is for the commission to vote this evening.
Mr. Adler asked if they could review conditions this evening and applicant was
amenable to this.
5.101 Chairman Later asked what happens if conditions are not accepted?
Mr. Adler said then the motion is not changed to include the conditions and that
could impact the way a commissioner votes.
5.102 Mr. Goldstein said a motion could be made with conditions even if the applicant
doesn’t agree.
Mr. Dose said they would let the Village Board know if they don’t agree to a
certain condition. He said they will look at the landscaping on the west boundary.
5.103 Mr. Bailey said this case deserves a well-considered approach and there are a lot
of loose ends and he is not prepared to vote for the case favorably tonight with the
commission just specifying conditions. He wants to give the applicant an
opportunity respond to the concerns. He doesn’t want to dictate how the applicant
should build the proposed hotel. For him to vote, he would need to see some great
efforts made to mitigate some of the effects on neighboring residential areas.
5.104 Ms. Urban said this is step one in a multi-step process and it comes back for a
final vote before approval and a determination is made whether the Village Board
believes that conditions were met.
5.105 Chairman Later agrees that there are a lot of loose ends and there is some
information that is not available at this time. The commission could ask for a
continuance but the applicant asked that a vote be taken.
Mr. Adler said that a continuance is typically not forced upon an applicant who is
calling for a vote.
5.106 Mr. Bailey asked why that is.
Mr. Adler said applicant understands ramifications in calling for a vote when
there are commissioners who feel that more information is needed. His
assumption is that the recommendation going to Village Board would outline
concerns. The applicant could attempt to answer questions between now and
Village Board meeting. If someone on the Village Board believed that questions
were answered, the might vote differently. If items were outstanding, they might
remand the case back to Plan Commission for further discussion. Or if the
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applicant asked for a vote at the Village Board level, then a vote would be taken.
This situation occurred with another PUD that received a negative
recommendation from the Plan Commission. A negative recommendation from
plan commission requires a 5 out of 7 vote affirmative from the Village Board to
be approved.
5.107 Mr. Adler read the conditions.















New location for dumpster away from west property line
Regardless of fence ownership, the applicant would maintain the fence in good
repair and replace if needed. Look at raising fence height.
Delete the parking space at the southwest corner of property
Increase the available number of parking spaces to 130 from 118 by sharing
additional spaces with office
Provide a decibel measurement of noise generated by the building’s mechanical
equipment along the west lot line to make sure they are not exceeding the
Village’s maximum decibel requirement
Provide a longer control on what brand hotel would be operating on the site
Provide a drawing that shows perspective as seen from Lockerbie to the north side
of the hotel to determine the visibility from the hotel to the neighborhood to the
west
Provide an existing tree plan to show where existing trees are on the property and
which ones would be saved
All engineering requirements be met
Make greater use of masonry and provide more visual interest on west side of
building
All site plan review comments and conditions addressed
Change the site plan to meet the Village consultant’s recommendation on access
points
Ms. Urban moved that the original motion be amended to include the above
conditions. Mr. Goldstein seconded the motion and all voted in favor of attaching
the additional conditions to approval.

5.108 Mr. Bailey is not opposed to this type of project and thought he would vote in
favor of this but now he believes that the project is scaled too large for the site.
The process has not taken into account the concerns of the neighbors and what
they are saying needs to be taken seriously. The applicant needs to respond to the
neighbors’ concerns. He wants to walk around the parcel to see what the
neighbors are talking about before he votes in favor of this. He is concerned about
different standards for different parts of the Village. This is a unique property that
abuts the Edens and taller office buildings, but a project of this scope would not
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likely be approved in any other part of the Village. Is the project enhancing a
quality of life? He wants to see a continuance so applicant can respond.
5.109 Mr. Goldstein said that continuance would be appropriate because applicant has
not addressed issues and concerns of neighbors. While he would like a
continuance, he trusts the Village Board will take the Commission’s conditions
seriously. The Village Board has ultimate responsibility for this case.
5.110 Chairman Later agreed with Mr. Goldstein and said Village Board can refer the
case back to Plan Commission for additional review.
5.111 Mr. Bailey said there is a responsibility if the case is approved since it does not
have to come back to plan commission.
Chairman Later said the Commission also does not have to approve the case.
5.112 Chairman Later said that commissioners do not have to vote in favor of the
project if that is their decision. She asked that commissioners give reasons why
they are voting for or against the case. The Village Board will see that the
commissioners took public comment into consideration when making conditions.
5.113 Mr. Adler called the vote.
Commissioner Kohn voted no because there were too many unanswered questions
that had been raised. He had only had a few days to review materials. Responses
to public benefit were not adequately answered from his perspective.
5.114 Commissioner Friedman said she wanted a continuance for more information, but
she will vote yes subject to the conditions added to the motion.
5.115 Commissioner DeLeo said that the conditions addressed a lot of concerns and the
building is compatible to the other building in the neighborhood so he will vote
yes.
5.116 Commissioner Goldstein said neighbors have legitimate concerns. He would have
preferred a continuance. He believes that the Village Board will handle this and
that neighbors will again voice concerns. He voted yes.
5.117 Commissioner Bailey said he votes no. He could support a project of this general
nature but there are too many open questions that need to be resolved. He said that
there is not enough information to make findings in an adequate way.
5.118 Commissioner Urban voted yes and strongly encouraged the developer to consult
with the neighbors and resolve their differences.
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5.119 Chairman Later voted no because there was not adequate information given to
Commission on some aspects of the project. It does not meet the findings of a
PUD or the comprehensive plan. It is not an appropriate use for that site.
5.120 Mr. Adler said the Village Board will hear this case on September 27th.
6.0

DECISION
6.1

Ms. Urban moved to approve the PUD for a hotel in accordance with the
plans submitted.
6.11

6.2

Mr. Goldstein seconded the motion.

Ms. Urban moved to amend the motion to include the conditions read by Mr.
Adler.
6.21

Mr. Goldstein seconded the motion.

Positive recommendation
7.0

FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED
A majority of the Plan Commission find that the proposed development meets the PUD
standards contained in Section 20-5.15.9(a) and the PUD modification standards contained
in Section 20-5.15.9(b). The development of a hotel in Wilmette provides a service not
currently offered in the Village, thus strengthening the Village’s business environment,
creates new jobs, and increases the Village’s tax base. The development of a hotel on the
Subject Property is consistent with the character of the neighborhood, which includes the
Edens Expressway to the west, a three-story office building and townhomes to the north,
seven-story office buildings to the south and single-family residential to the west. While
residential property exists to the west on Lockerbie Lane, Lockerbie doesn’t connect
directly into this property. The Subject Property orients much more to towards the Edens
Expressway and Old Orchard Road. While a majority of the commissioners supported the
development, they did so conditioned upon the applicant meeting a number of conditions
including increasing the landscaped buffer between the hotel and the residential properties
to the west, moving of the trash enclosure from the west lot line, increasing the number of
parking spaces available for the hotel to one per room, breaking up the west façade, and the
provision of more masonry in the design of the hotel. To help buffer the residential
properties from the hotel, it was discussed that the fence along the west line of the Subject
Property should be maintained in good condition and perhaps be replaced with a taller
fence, if the neighbors prefer that. The applicant should work with its and the Village’s
consultant to determine if the parking space by Central Street should be removed, as this
appears to be something of a safety issue. Also, the Commission feels that the applicant
should use higher quality materials than what were proposed, including more masonry, to
improve the appearance of the structure and to help it look more consistent with the
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residential neighborhood to the west. With the included conditions, the proposed hotel
should not negatively impact the surrounding residential properties.
A minority of the Plan Commission find that the proposed development does not meet the
PUD standards contained in Section 20-5.15.9(a) and the PUD modification standards
contained in Section 20-5.15.9(b). What public benefits will result from the development
of the hotel were not adequately addressed, as the only public benefits articulated by the
applicant were an increase in taxes collected and the provision of additional jobs. The
large scale of the hotel adjacent to single-family residential is not consistent with the goals
and policies of the Comprehensive Plan. Even in a more commercial area, one could argue
that the property is too small for the size of the proposed structure. The parking ratio is
not adequate for this location where there is no alternative to car travel. The amount of
parking provided is not adequate for the level of use. The applicant has not adequately
responded to many of the neighbor concerns including noise and light intrusion and the
reduction in privacy created by the hotel’s north side. The proposed exterior building
materials are of a lesser standard that wouldn't be desired in other Wilmette commercial
districts. The conditions attached to approval do not do enough to protect the interests of
the residential neighbors of the proposed hotel.
8.0

RECOMMENDATION
The Plan Commission recommends granting a request for PUD Submittal approval for the
proposed Planned Unit Development at 3201 Old Glenview Road subject to the conditions
developed by the Plan Commission and the Site Plan Review Committee
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VILLAGE OF WILMETTE
1200 Wilmette Avenue
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040

MEETING MINUTES
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
WEDNESDAY, JULY 27, 2011
7:00 P.M.
SECOND FLOOR TRAINING ROOM OF VILLAGE HALL

Members Present:

Chairman Clay Weaver
Commissioner Eileen Miller-Girson
Commissioner Cathy Albrecht
Commissioner Paul Chouinard

Members Absent:

Commissioner Mark Wagstaff
Commissioner Pat Lilly
Commissioner Keith MacKenzie

Staff Present:

Brigitte Mayerhofer, P.E., Director of Engineering Services
Jorge Cruz, P.E., Assistant Director of Engineering
Brian King, Police Chief

Guests Present:

Claire Gao, 217 Thelin
Liz Manning 228 Thelin
Ron Klein 139 Thelin
Garry Ioffe 240 Thelin
Mr. and Mrs. Erickson, 201 Thelin
Harry Poulos 3019 Old Glenview Road
Shrinath Thdopurath 212 Thelin
Moishe and Esther Raitman 237 Thelin
Joe Han 209 Thelin
Carlen Klein, 139 Thelin
Judy Thalman, 2912 Old Glenview Road
John and Joan Henrick, 205 Thelin

CALL TO ORDER.
Chairman Weaver called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m.
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APPROVAL OF MINUTES; TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION MEETING OF
JUNE 8, 2011
Chairman Weaver directed the Commission’s attention to the draft minutes of the
Transportation Commission meeting of June 8, 2011. Commissioner Chouinard moved to
approve the minutes. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Albrecht. The motion was
approved by unanimous voice vote. The motion passed.

I.

REVIEW OF A PETITION FROM THELIN COURT RESIDENTS REQUESTING
REINSTATEMENT OF THE OVERNIGHT PARKING BAN
Ms. Mayerhofer introduced the discussion by indicating a petition was signed by the majority of
the residents of Thelin Court to reinstate the overnight parking ban. This request will reverse a
recent decision by the Transportation Commission to eliminate the overnight parking ban.
Chairman Weaver asked for resident comments.
Mr. John Henrick, 205 Thelin Court, noted he is a 41 year resident of Thelin Court. He penned
the letter to the Commission asking that the parking ban be reinstated. He said the majority of
the residents support the request.
Shrinath Thdopurath, 212 Thelin Court also supports the petition. He lives near a hydrant and
if cars park on the street it is difficult for him to exit their driveway. He also believes it is a
security risk if cars are left parked on the street overnight. He is concerned about peeping
toms.
Mr. Gary Ioffe, 240 Thelin Court, asked what happens to the other streets that allow overnight
parking. Are there accidents? He noted the street is 24-feet wide which is wide enough to turn
around. He said people should just drive safe. Chief King indicated there are very few
accidents between 2:00 AM and 5:00 AM.
Chairman Weaver indicated there are inconsistencies with how overnight parking is established
in Wilmette. Ultimately, it is up to the residents to submit a petition to change the parking
restrictions on their street. If on-street parking becomes a problem anywhere in the area, the
Transportation Commission could vote to restrict overnight parking. In general, however, the
Village Board directs the Commission to listen to the residents.
Mr. Gary Ioffe asked if abandoned cars are a problem. Chairman Weaver indicated they do
occur from time to time and are addressed appropriately by the Police Department.
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Liz Manning, 228 Thelin Court, supports the ban because it will ensure the street is free from
parked cars which makes walking her dog easier. She also believes an open street is safer and
easier for the Police Department to patrol Public Works to plow.
Joe Han, 209 Thelin Court, agrees with the ban indicating someone stole a laptop from his
home while they were sleeping. It will be easier for the police to locate a suspicious vehicle if
there is a parking ban.
Carlene Klein, 139 Thelin, is a 36 year resident who used to live near 13th and Washington.
She thought that was a busy area, but now believes Thelin Court is the busiest street in
Wilmette because people try to avoid traffic signals on Skokie. She indicated there is traffic in
the middle of night. She is in favor of the all-night parking ban.
Rabbi Moishe Raitman, 237 Thelin Court, does not support the petition. He indicated he hopes
the Commission will read both petitions and common sense prevail. He stated there are over 30
streets in the area that do not have a 2:00 AM to 5:00 AM parking ban. A list of the streets is
provided in his package. He stated he has not heard any plausible reasons to ban overnight
parking. He has lived on Thelin Court for 15 years and has received numerous tickets for
parking overnight. He referenced 3/28 and 4/12 as dates of his last tickets. His home has a
single space driveway and he and his wife have to rearrange cars if one of them wants to exit.
Rabbi Raitman noted he often hosts out of town guests and does not have space in his driveway
for all of the cars. He noted that he has received exemptions from the police, but they do not
allow more than 12 per year. He noted the original petition to eliminate the overnight parking
ban was well-received by his neighbors. He believes the fears related to security issues are
unfounded. He questioned the validity of the petition being reviewed at this meeting, stating
one individual signed both petitions. He confronted this person and they vehemently denied
supporting the current petition before the Commission.
Rabbi Raitman stated ten other streets have the same or narrower width than Thelin Court.
With respect to public safety, he noted there are 33 streets that allow overnight parking and the
Police Department has not offered any indication of higher crime on these streets. With respect
to the concern about backing out of driveways, he noted most people do not back out between
2:00 AM and 5:00 AM and again, other streets do not share this concern. He stated if parked
cars were truly problematic, they would be so all day, not just overnight. He noted he has no
problem exiting his driveway. He indicated Thelin Court is not used for overflow mall parking,
especially overnight. He addressed his neighbor’s additional points related to access for
emergencies, snow plowing and the street looking like a junk yard.
Finally, Rabbi Raitman addressed specific points to residents. He stated John Henrick
indicated he would “go with the flow” regarding parking. As it relates to the street flooding,
Rabbi Raitman indicated he does not want to be inconvenienced all year round by not parking
on the street for a flood that may happen one or two times a year. Rabbi Raitman conveyed a
story in which he parked on Old Glenview Road overnight and received a phone call two days
3

later from the Police Department asking why he was parking there. Regarding his neighbor at
209 Thelin, he indicated the laptop was stolen at the time when overnight parking was allowed.
Such incidents can happen anytime. To his neighbor that said Thelin Court is a busy street, he
noted the only cars on Thelin at night are with the Police Department and they issue parking
tickets.
Joe Han, 209 Thelin said the Rabbi should find another solution. If someone is having party,
they should ask their guests to leave by 10:00 PM.
Joan Henrick, 205 Thelin, is unhappy that the integrity of the petition is called into question.
She said the original petitioners may not have known what the original petition meant when
passing it around. She said husbands don’t pay attention to things like that. Finally, she noted
that her household has many cars in the driveway and they can manage. Rabbi Raitman
apologized to the petitioners noting he was referring to the signature of one neighbor that
denied signing the revised petition.
Claire Gao, 217 Thelin, noted her home is located on the side of the street with the sidewalk.
She helped Dorothy collect signatures and indicated many people did not know what the
original petition was for. Her husband thought it was signing to attend the meeting and two of
her neighbors thought the same thing. She said many neighbors asked that the no parking signs
be put back. The fact that so many residents showed up to protest the original petition is
indication of how they feel. She stated managing one’s driveway and guest parking is their
personal business.
Mrs. Raitman, 237 Thelin, said people are afraid of change. She inquired why every street did
not have a parking ban if there were so many benefits. Why ban only this street originally?
Chairman Weaver asked the Commissioners to comment.
Commissioner Albrecht asked Chief King if there is any reason to reinstate the ban. Chief
King indicated it is easier for officers to patrol with open visibility. From a public safety
perspective, however, he noted this is not a high crime neighborhood. He noted prowlers on a
street with a parking ban could potentially be identified sooner that neighborhoods without
bans. This said, there are no compelling public safety reasons to ban parking. He noted snow
removal is generally more efficient on streets with no parking. With respect to abandoned
vehicles, if there are no regulations, the Police Department has to wait until plates expire to
impound vehicles. Chief noted that some communities ban parking on all streets, but in
Wilmette, the Village Board lets residents decide. Finally, Chief noted the parking exemptions
are limited to 12 per year. This is not a police department policy, but Village-wide policy.
Commissioner Albrecht indicated she supported the will of the neighborhood last time and will
again.
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Commissioner Chouinard asked if it would be possible to assign permit parking for 2-5AM
hours. Ms. Mayerhofer indicated this is not supported by the Village Code. Chief King stated
resident permit parking only applies to high parking areas including next to schools, public
transportation and business districts. He said this is based on a Supreme Court precedent.
Commissioner Chouinard stated it would be nice to split the block with a portion of it no
parking. He recognized this cannot be accomplished.
A discussion ensued regarding the last meeting and the number of residents who spoke out
against the petition. Commissioner Chouinard noted no one spoke out in favor of lifting the
ban at the last meeting. Commissioner Albrecht noted she can’t disregard this petition.
Rabbi Raitman asked what would happen if someone submitted a petition for no parking 24
hours a day. Chief King indicated there typically needs to be a public safety reason to ban
parking on both sides.
A discussion ensued regarding the exception process. Chief King indicated the Police
Department keeps a database and tracks calls.
Commissioner Miller-Girson stated she agrees with the petitioners. They have a majority. She
asked if the neighbors and Rabbi Raitman could work on a solution to his parking problem.
Commissioner Chouinard made a motion to approve the request to reinstate the 2:00 a.m.
to 5:00 a.m. parking ban on Thelin Court. Commissioner Albrecht seconded the motion.
Voting yes: Commissioners Albrecht, Miller-Girson, Chouinard and Chairman Weaver.
The motion carried.
II.

OLD BUSINESS
None

III.

ADJOURNMENT.
At 8:19 p.m., Commissioner Chouinard motioned to adjourn the meeting. The motion was
seconded by Commissioner Albrecht and approved by unanimous voice vote. The motion
carried. No further discussion occurred on the motion.
The meeting was thereafter adjourned.

Minutes Respectfully Prepared by Brigitte Mayerhofer, P.E., Director of Engineering Services
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
711 LARAMIE AVE.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-2051

February 8, 2012
TO:

Timothy J. Frenzer, Village Manager

FROM:

Donna Jakubowski, Public Works Director
Ken Kennedy, Assistant Public Works Director

RE:

Village Board approval of a one-year extension of the contract with Arthur
Weiler, Inc., Zion, IL in an amount not to exceed $34,000 for tree planting

Recommendation
Village Board approval of a one-year extension of the contract with Arthur Weiler, Inc.,
Zion, IL in an amount not to exceed $34,000 for tree planting.
Background
This contract provides tree planting along public right-of-ways and various private sites
located in Wilmette. Historically, the Village awards contracts to several bidders in
order to provide a broad variety of high quality trees. In 2011, three vendors requested
and were granted extensions of their 2010 contracts with no increase in price.
Discussion
For the 2012 tree planting program, a variety of options were considered including
contract extensions for the existing suppliers, participation in the Suburban Tree
Planting Consortium, or the Municipal Partnering Initiative (a second consortium activity
promoted through the Village of Glenview). Both consortium activities proved to be
more costly, so a second contract extension is recommended.
The Illinois Department of Labor (IDOL) determined that beginning in 2012, tree planting
activities will be covered under the Illinois Prevailing Wage Act, 829 ILCS 130/01. et.
seq. This provision was not part of the original 2010 contract or the 2011 contract
extension.
Three suppliers, Arthur Weiler, Inc., St. Aubin Nursery, and Mike Greco Landscaping
Inc. were contacted to ascertain if they could extend their contracts a second time and
maintain the 2010/2011 pricing while complying with terms of the Prevailing Wage Act.

Two contractors declined and Arthur Weiler, Inc. agreed to the proposal. Arthur Weiler,
Inc. is a reliable nursery that has held contracts with the Village for numerous years.
The vendor will provide up to 41 different species of trees at very favorable pricing.
To maximize the potential number of trees to be planted, the Village will continue to
offer the cooperative tree-planting program to residents. The Village share for a
parkway tree will be $125, the same as in previous years, and homeowners pay the
difference in cost for their choice of tree. Residents will again choose a size and
species of tree from a list approved by the Village Foresters which include 10 species of
trees, five for the fall planting and five for the spring planting. As in past years, funds
will be used initially for the cooperative tree-planting program, and remaining funds will
purchase and plant additional trees on public property to replace trees that have been
removed or at locations determined to be suitable planting sites.
The following table illustrates species and prices that will be offered for the 2012
Cooperative Tree Planting Program. The varieties listed are a representation of all
species included on the proposal.
2012 Cooperative Tree Planting Species and Prices
Arthur Weiler, Inc.
Spring Planting
Bur Oak
Shingle Oak
Sugar Maple
Crabapple species
Sweetgum

2"

2.5"

$230
$275
$240
$155
$230

$280
$330
$290
$175
$280

$180
$190
$210
$200
$175

$195
$210
$245
$240
$220

Fall Planting
Hedge Maple
Hybrid Elm
Catalpa
Kentucky Coffeetree
Serviceberry
Budget Impact
The not to exceed contract amount of $34,000 matches the budget amount for tree
planting in the tree maintenance budget.
Attachments
1. Arthur Weiler Inc. letter requesting contract extension

Attachment # 1

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
711 LARAMIE AVE.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-2051

February 8, 2012
To:

Timothy J. Frenzer, Village Manager

From:

James Dominik, Fire Chief; Michael A. McGreal, Deputy Fire Chief; Donna
Jakubowski, Public Works Director; Ken Kennedy, Assistant Public Works
Director, Stephen Lazarus, Procurement Specialist; Kurt Smith, Vehicle
Maintenance Supervisor

Subject: Village Board Approval of a Contract with Emergency Vehicle Service Inc.,
Roselle, IL in the Amount of $20,600 for Fire Department Apparatus
Preventative Maintenance
Recommendation
Village Board approval of a contract with Emergency Vehicle Service Inc., Roselle, IL in
the amount of $20,600 for Fire Department apparatus preventative maintenance
Background
In August of 2011, the Firefighter / Emergency Vehicle Coordinator that performed
maintenance and repairs on Fire Department Equipment retired from the Village. At
that time it was determined that the Vehicle Maintenance Division of the Public Works
Department would assume the responsibility for maintaining the vehicles and they
began doing so on Thursday, August 18th.
Discussion
The Fire Department has fifteen pieces of equipment that require preventative
maintenance (PM) and repairs throughout the year including 8 apparatus / ambulances,
6 passenger / utility vehicles, and one inflatable boat. Mechanics in the Vehicle
Maintenance Division are well suited to assume the responsibility for maintenance and
repairs of the passenger / utility vehicles and the boat, as well as the majority of
mechanical systems on the apparatus/ambulances. There are components on the
apparatus such as pumps and ladders that are specific to fire equipment, and this
contract for PM work will assist during the transition period and enable the mechanics to
receive specialized training, become familiar with the specialized components /
equipment, and attain many of the Emergency Vehicle Technician (EVT) certifications
that are recommended for working on fire equipment.

A Request for Proposal for apparatus / ambulance PM maintenance was prepared by
the Fire Chief and Deputy Fire Chief, and in mid-October, proposals were solicited from
six vendors deemed to be qualified by a team comprised of Fire Department and Public
Works personnel. The vendors returned the proposals in November, and the Village
team has since requested additional back-up and analyzed the information supporting
this recommendation. It should be noted that this contract is for PM maintenance only,
and any deficiencies found during the PM inspections will be assessed to determine if
the repairs can be completed by Vehicle Maintenance staff, or if the contractor will be
best suited to perform the work. Additionally, proposals were based on four services
per year or every 200 hours for each unit, so the number of services and the cost could
increase slightly if any of the equipment receives higher than anticipated use.
The following table illustrates the proposals of each prospective bidder.
The Jean
Wirfs
Emergency Certified
Fire
Global
Ross
Industries
Vehicle
Fleet
Service Emergency
Company McHenry,
Services
Service,
Inc.,
Products
Woodstock,
IL
Roselle, IL Elmhurst, St. John, Aurora, IL
IL
IL
IN
FD205
$ 6,511
$ 6,234
$ 2,920
$ 4,286 $ 4,150
$ 5,350
FD206
6,065
6,138
2,920
4,286
4,060
5,350
FD204
10,080
7,288
3,220
7,588
5,910
5,350
FD202
8,700
7,080
3,220
7,588
5,710
5,350
FD201
5,484
6,264
2,320
4,286
4,050
5,350
FD209
4,047
4,308
2,000
3,034
2,700
5,350
FD212
4,194
4,344
2,000
3,034
2,700
5,350
FD211
3,671
4,232
2,000
3,034
2,700
5,350
TOTALS
$ 48,752 $ 45,888
$ 20,600
$ 37,136 $ 31,980
$ 42,800
Includes Two (A) and Two (B) Preventative Maintenance Inspections Annually
Vehicle

Based on the results of the proposals and favorable service rates and business
practices, the team recommends approval of a contract with Emergency Vehicle Service
Inc. (EVS). This vendor has been in business for over twenty years and the firm works
exclusively on fire service equipment. Work will be performed in their facility, at the
Public Works Facility, or either of the two Fire Stations. Technicians are on call 24hours per day, and the firm provides pick-up and delivery of vehicles free of charge, no
travel or mileage charges, and no increase in labor rates for after-hours calls at night,
on weekends, or on holidays.
EVS employs certified Master Emergency Vehicle Technicians, Master Truck
Technicians, and Master Automotive Technicians. The firm is well versed in various
standards established by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) including
code1911, Standard for the Inspection, Maintenance, Testing, and Retirement of InService Automotive Fire Apparatus, code 1071, Standard for Emergency Vehicle

Technician Professional Qualifications, and code 1901, Standard for Automotive Fire
Apparatus
Budget
Due to the retirement in 2011 of the Fire Department Emergency Vehicle Technician
(EVT) the responsibility for fire apparatus vehicle maintenance was transferred over to
the Public Works Department. As part of the 2012 Budget several accounts were
added and/or modified to reflect the transfer of duties from the Fire Department to
Public Works.
The following reflects the 2012 Budget allocated to cover the cost of fire department
fleet maintenance and repairs:
Contractual Emergency Vehicle Maintenance
Auto Parts
Supplies Auto Shop
Total

$30,000
$17,000
$ 2,500
$49,500

Since the 2012 Budget was established several unanticipated repairs have been
identified and performed in order to maintain the department fleet. The cost of the
repairs is estimated at approximately $23,000. This will bring the year to date
expenditures including the contract with EVS ($20,600) close to the budgeted amount.
Village staff will continue to apprise the Board of the expenditures in this area as they
become known.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
711 LARAMIE AVE.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-2051

February 7, 2012
TO:

Timothy J, Frenzer, Village Manager

FROM:

Donna Jakubowski, Public Works Director
Ken Kennedy, Assistant Public Works Director

RE:

Village Board approval of additional catch basin cleaning under the
existing contract with United Septic, Inc., Bristol, IL in an amount not to
exceed $51,957

Recommendation
Village Board approval of additional catch basin cleaning under the existing
contract with United Septic, Inc., Bristol, IL in an amount not to exceed $51,957.
Background
The Village’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
requires that 20%, or approximately 680 of the 3,400 catch basins (CB) located
throughout the Village be cleaned annually.
Discussion
In 2011, the Village extended the catch basin cleaning contract, originally
awarded in 2010. United Septic Inc. offered to reduce the rate to $69CB and
$29/inlet as compared to the 2010 contract price. This pricing matches that of a
neighboring community. The firm has offered to perform additional catch basin
cleaning for 2012 under terms of the 2011 contract which terminates on June 28,
2012. Based on historical rates, the current pricing is considered to be favorable.
The 2012 budget provides $52,000 for this work. The Public Works Department
requests that the Village Board authorize spending the entire allocation to take
advantage of the favorable rate which will provide for the cleaning of 753 catch
basins. Since Sewer/Water Division crews normally clean additional catch
basins throughout the year, increasing the number of catch basins cleaned by
the contractor enables staff to complete other important maintenance activities.

United Septic has performed this service in a dependable manner since 2008,
and a summary of the firms pricing follows.
United Septic Inc. Historical Pricing
Year

Cost/Basin

Cost/Inlet

2008

$75.25

$75.25

2009
2010
2011
2012

$78.11
$75.00
$69.00
$69.00

$78.11
$75.00
1
$29.00
1
$29.00

1

Inlets are not normally cleaned by the contractor but a
price is included in the event it became necessary.

The work performed under this contract will be completed prior to the June 28,
2012 contract termination date. Based upon the historical cost, and the
continuation of existing terms and pricing, it is unlikely that re-bidding the work
would result in lower costs, therefore staff recommends authorizing United Septic
Inc.to perform the work.
Budget
The 2012 Budget provides $210,000 for sewer maintenance in the sewer
maintenance fund of which $52,000 is designated for catch basin cleaning. To
date, no funds have been spent for this work.
Documents Attached
1. United Septic Inc. Offer to Perform Additional Catch Basin Cleaning

Attachment #1

Engineering
Department

(847) 853-7660
Fax (847) 853-7701

Date:

February 8, 2012

To:

Timothy J. Frenzer, Village Manager

From:

Brigitte Mayerhofer, P.E., Director of Engineering
Jorge Cruz, P.E., Assistant Director of Engineering

Subject:

Approval of Resolution 2012-R-08 Authorizing Approval of an
Intergovernmental Agreement with the Cook County Assessor for use of
Geographic Information System Data

Recommendation
Village Board approval of Resolution 2012-R-08 authorizing approval of an Intergovernmental
Agreement with the Cook County Assessor for use of Geographic Information System Data.
Background
In January, the Village of Wilmette approved a contract with RJN Group of Wheaton, IL to
conduct sanitary sewer hydraulic modeling of the Village’s sanitary sewer system. In addition to
the sewer modeling, RJN will survey manhole locations and incorporate the data into a
Geographic Information System (GIS).
Discussion
The Engineering Department is requesting GIS data from the Cook County Assessor’s Office.
More specifically, the following information will be used to build the GIS model:





Digital aerial photographs
Assessment data
Planimetric data (Horizontal position data)
Cadastral data (Spatial data describing real property)



Oblique Aerial Imagery

The Cook County Assessor’s Office provides this data to governmental agencies at no charge.
This data will be used to create digital sanitary sewer maps of the Village’s sewer system. In
addition, aerial photographs will be incorporated into street resurfacing plans prepared by
Village staff. Aerial photographs will also be used by other Village Departments to prepare
exhibits as needed.
The Agency Agreement enables the Village of Wilmette sole use of the digital information
collected by Cook County. Distribution of the data must be approved by the Assessor’s Office.
The attached consultant letter requests permission to allow RJN use of the data from the Cook
County Assessor’s Office.
One of the Village’s long term goals includes implementing a GIS system. Acquiring the digital
information from the Cook County Assessor is the first step in obtaining this goal at no cost to
the Village. In addition, obtaining this information from the Cook County Assessor will not
obligate the Village to implement a GIS in the near future.

Budget
There is no budget impact from obtaining GIS data from the Cook County Assessor’s Office.
Attachments
Resolution 2012-R-08
Agency Consultant Letter
Consultant Letter
Agency Agreement

RESOLUTION NO. 2012-R-8
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH
COOK COUNTY ASSESSOR
WHEREAS, the Village President and Board of Trustees (collectively “Village Board”) of the
Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois (“Village”), find that the Village is a home rule
municipal corporation as provided in Article VII, Section 6 of the 1970 Constitution of the State of
Illinois and, pursuant to said constitutional authority, may exercise any power and perform any
function pertaining to its government and affairs for the protection of the public health, safety,
morals and welfare; and,
WHEREAS, the Cook County Assessor’s Office has a geographic information system (“GIS”)
database that it is willing to make available to the Village at no cost; and,
WHEREAS, GIS data sharing with the Cook County Assessor’s Office will allow the Village to
access GIS data from the Assessor that will facilitate the Village’s decision making process with
respect to managing and maintaining its roadways; and,
WHEREAS, cooperation between and among governmental agencies and entities through
intergovernmental agreements is authorized and encouraged by Article VII, Section 10 of the Illinois
Constitution of 1970 and by the “Intergovernmental Cooperation Act” (5 ILCS 220/1 et set.); and,
WHEREAS, the Village and the Cook County Assessor have negotiated an Intergovernmental
Agreement in substantially the form attached to this Resolution as Exhibit A.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the President and Board of Trustees of the
Village of Wilmette as follows:
SECTION 1:

The President and Board of Trustees find that all of the recitals set forth above

are true and correct, and that they are hereby incorporated by reference as if set forth fully.

1

Res. No. 2012-R-8

SECTION 2:

The attached Agreement for Access to Geographic Information System is hereby

approved and the Village Manager is authorized to execute same.
SECTION 3:

The Village Manager is authorized to make modifications, in a manner

consistent with the purposes of this Resolution, to the attached document in form and substance prior
to executing the Agreement for Access to Geographic Information System, and to take such further
or different administrative actions as may be necessary to give full force and effect to this
Resolution.
SECTION 4:

This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its passage.

ADOPTED on __________, 2012 pursuant to the following roll call vote:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:

____________________________________
President, Village of Wilmette
ATTEST:

_____________________________________________
Clerk, Village of Wilmette
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1200 WILMETTE AVENUE
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040
ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT

(847) 853-7660
FAX (847) 853-7701
TDD (847) 853-7634
EMAIL: eng@wilmette.com

February 6, 2012
Cook County Assessor’s Office
Attn: Chief Legal Counsel
118 North Clark Street
Room 312
Chicago, Illinois 60602
Re:

Agency Letter
Inter-Agency Agreement between the Cook County Assessor’s Office and
the Village of Wilmette (“Agency”), dated February 6, 2012

Dear Chief Legal Counsel:
This letter concerns the agreement listed above (the “Agreement”) and is a
request that either the Cook County Assessor’s Office send Assessor Data (as that term is
defined in the Agreement) directly to RJN Group
(“Consultant”) or that Agency be allowed to
forward Assessor Data to Consultant directly or through one of its agents.
Agency hereby authorizes Consultant to act for Agency and in Agency's name
with respect to those certain Exhibits attached to the Agreement, including, but not limited to,
the completion and execution of such Exhibits. Agency will at all times remain liable under the
Agreement and any Exhibits, including, but not limited to, any Exhibits completed and executed
by Agency and/or Consultant, subject to the terms of the Agreement.
This letter is being written to induce the Cook County Assessor’s Office to deliver
Assessor Data to Consultant or to grant permission that Agency be allowed to forward Assessor
Data to Consultant.
Sincerely,

Brigitte Mayerhofer, PE
Director of Engineering Services

AGREEMENT
FOR ACCESS TO GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM
12 by and between
This AGREEMENT is entered into as of the ____ day of ____________, 20____,
the Village of Wilmette
_________________________________________
(“Agency”) and the Cook County Assessor’s Office
(the “CCAO”).
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the CCAO has developed a Geographic Information System (the “GIS”) consisting of
cadastral data, planimetric data, assessment data, property images, digital orthophotography (aerial
photos) and other data (collectively, such images, photos and data, “Assessor Data”);
WHEREAS, portions of the GIS, and the related data dictionary, are copyrighted materials of the
CCAO and/or Cook County of the State of Illinois (“Cook County”);
WHEREAS, some of the Assessor Data in the GIS is only available to the public and to commercial
users for a fee, as permitted by law;
WHEREAS, Agency has requested access to and license to use the GIS for use in performing its
official functions (as set forth below);
WHEREAS, the CCAO in the spirit of cooperation desires to make the GIS available, efficiently and
without charge, to Agency for use in performing its official functions; and
WHEREAS, Agency acknowledges and agrees that access to the GIS and/or Assessor Data is
conditioned upon the agreement that access is provided as set forth in this Agreement solely for use in
performing the official functions of the Agency, and that any other use, alteration, sale, dissemination,
lease or transfer of the GIS and/or Assessor Data by Agency, or by any employee or agent of same,
without written consent of the CCAO is strictly prohibited, and shall be deemed to warrant immediate
termination of this Agreement, as well as entitle the CCAO to pursue any other remedies to which it is
entitled.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants and the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency
of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows:
SECTION 1. INCORPORATION OF RECITALS.
The foregoing recitals are incorporated into and made a part of this Agreement as if fully set forth
herein.
SECTION 2. STATEMENT OF OFFICIAL PURPOSES; RESTRICTIONS ON USE.
For purposes of this Agreement, Agency represents and warrants as its official purpose for access to the
GIS and Assessor Data as stated in Exhibit A and incorporated herein. Agency agrees that access to the

GIS and/or Assessor Data is conditioned upon and provided as set forth in this Agreement solely for its
use in performing its official purposes (as described in Exhibit A). Any other use of the GIS or
Assessor Data, without express written consent of the CCAO, is strictly prohibited, including the
display, sale, transfer, lease, dissemination or lease of the GIS or Assessor Data in any location or
manner in its current form, derivative or altered form, or otherwise. Any such prohibited use shall be
deemed to be a breach which warrants immediate termination of this Agreement. This Section shall
survive the termination of this Agreement.
SECTION 3. INFORMATION PROVIDED.
The CCAO agrees to provide Agency access to the GIS and Assessor Data only upon the conditions
and based upon the representations and warranties set forth in this Agreement. In order to obtain
specific Assessor Data, Agency must request Assessor Data by filing the attached exhibits with the
Department of Automation of the CCAO (each such request, an “Information Request”). Each
Information Request is subject to approval of the CCAO.
SECTION 4. LIMITED LICENSE TO USE.
Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, the CCAO hereby grants to Agency a non-exclusive, nontransferable license to use the Assessor Data only as specifically provided for in this Agreement.
Agency acknowledges that the title, copyright and all other rights to the GIS and Assessor Data remain
with the CCAO and/or Cook County. Neither Agency nor any other authorized user shall have any
right, title or interest in the GIS or Assessor Data except as expressly described herein. The CCAO
reserves the right to withdraw from the GIS and/or Assessor Data any item or part of an item for which
it no longer retains ownership rights or which it has reasonable grounds to believe infringes copyright or
is unlawful or otherwise objectionable.
SECTION 5. TERM AND EXTENSION.
This Agreement is for one year, effective from the date of execution. It will be extended annually for
terms of one year each, unless, at least 30 days prior to the expiration of any term, either party notifies
the other in writing of its intent not to renew the Agreement.
SECTION 6. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES.
The GIS and the Assessor Data is provided “as is” without any warranty or representation whatsoever,
including any representation as to accuracy, timeliness, completeness, infringement of rights of privacy,
copyright or trademark rights or disclosure of confidential information. All burdens, including any
burden for determining accuracy, completeness, timeliness, merchantability and fitness for or the
appropriateness for use, rests solely on Agency and/or the requester. The CCAO and Cook County
make no warranties, express or implied, as to the use of the GIS. There are no implied warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. There is no warranty to update any of the
information provided hereunder. THE CCAO AND COOK COUNTY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS
ANY AND ALL REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES (EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ORAL OR
WRITTEN) RELATING TO THE GIS AND/OR ASSESSOR DATA, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF QUALITY, PERFORMANCE,
ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE. Agency acknowledges and accepts the limitations of the GIS and the Assessor Data,
including the fact that the GIS and Assessor Data are dynamic and are in a constant state of
maintenance, correction and update.
SECTION 7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
AGENCY EXPRESSLY AGREES THAT NO MEMBER, OFFICIAL, EMPLOYEE,
REPRESENTATIVE OR AGENT OF THE CCAO OR COOK COUNTY, OR THEIR RESPECTIVE
SUCCESSORS, HEIRS OR ASSIGNS, SHALL BE LIABLE, WHETHER INDIVIDUALLY OR
PERSONALLY OR OTHERWISE, TO AGENCY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY, OR
THEIR RESPECTIVE SUCCESSORS, HEIRS OR ASSIGNS, FOR ANY LOSS OR CLAIM,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, EXEMPLARY
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS OF GOODWILL DATA OR IN THE EVENT OF
ANY DEFAULT OR BREACH BY THE CCAO UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY
INACCURACY OF THE GIS OR ASSESSOR DATA, IN ANY WAY ARISING FROM OR
RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR RESULTING FROM THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE
THE GIS AND/OR ANY ASSESSOR DATA.
SECTION 8. AGENCY INDEMNIFICATION.
Agency agrees to hold harmless and indemnify the CCAO and Cook County, its commissioners,
officers, agents, employees, representatives and affiliates, and their respective heirs, successors and
assigns, from and against, and defend, at its own expense (including reasonable attorneys’, accountants’
and consultants’ fees), any suit, claim, action or proceeding brought by any third party against the
CCAO, Cook County or any commissioner, officer, agent, employee, representative or affiliate of the
CCAO or Cook County arising out of or incident to the performance or nonperformance of this
Agreement by CCAO, Cook County, Agency or any other entity. To the extent that the CCAO or Cook
County incurs administrative expenses including attorneys’ fees during Agency’s defense of any claim,
Agency shall reimburse the CCAO or Cook County, as appropriate, for all such expenses. The
provisions of this Section shall survive the termination of this Agreement.
SECTION 9. APPLICABLE LAW.
This Agreement shall be interpreted and construed in accordance with, and governed by, the laws of the
State of Illinois, excluding any such laws that might direct the application of the laws of another
jurisdiction. Venue shall be in a court of competent jurisdiction located within the County of Cook,
Illinois. The CCAO and Agency each acknowledge the existence of state and other applicable law
defining the duties and responsibilities of each party regarding real estate taxation and other
governmental functions. No part of this Agreement has the effect of or is intended to impact any
applicable legal duty of either party under existing law, especially the Illinois Property Tax Code, 35
ILCS 200/1 et seq. Both parties remain responsible under applicable law for performing all stated
duties and responsibilities.
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SECTION 10. CONFIDENTIALITY.
Agency acknowledges and agrees that information regarding this Agreement, and portions of the GIS
and Assessor Data and other information disclosed hereunder, is confidential and shall not be disclosed,
directly, indirectly or by implication, or be used by Agency in any way, whether during the term of this
Agreement or any time thereafter, except solely in accordance with the official purposes set forth above.
All such Assessor Data and the GIS shall be treated in confidential manner, except as otherwise
expressly stated in a written document.
SECTION 11. MISCELLANEOUS.
(a)

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes all prior
agreements, understandings, negotiations and discussions, whether oral or written, in relation to
the matters dealt with herein. There are no representations, warranties, collateral agreements or
conditions to this Agreement, except as expressly stated in this Agreement.

(b)

The section headings are for reference and information purposes only, and shall not affect in any
way the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement. References to singular shall include the
plural and to plural shall include the singular. References to a person shall include a corporate
or government body. Words such as “including” and similar expressions shall not be read as
words of limitation.
********

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement by their respective authorized
representatives as of the date first written above.
COOK COUNTY
ASSESSOR’S OFFICE

______________________________

______________________________
Signature:
Timothy J. Frenzer
______________________________
Print Name
Village Manager
Title: _________________________
Village of Wilmette
Agency Name: __________________
847
853-7509
______________________________
Telephone Number:

Chief Deputy Assessor
Cook County Assessor’s Office
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Exhibit A
Statement of Official Purpose
The Village of Wilmette will use Cook County Assessor GIS data solely for official
purposes as indicated below:
This data will be used to create updated sanitary sewer maps of the Village’s
sewer system. In addition, aerial photographs will be incorporated into street
resurfacing plans prepared by the Village staff. Aerial photographs will also be
used by other Village Departments to prepare exhibits. The GIS data may also
be linked to a pavement management software for use in identifying future
construction and utility projects.
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Exhibit B: Assessment Data
The Village of Wilmette
__________________________________
(“Agency”) hereby requests access to assessment data in
accordance with the Agreement, dated _______________, between Agency and the Cook County
Assessor’s Office (the “CCAO”).
The CCAO has developed a file of assessment data, which is maintained on the Cook County
Mainframe. The CCAO will make the file of assessment data available to Agency, subject to the terms
and restrictions and limitations as set forth in the Agreement. A data dictionary is available upon
request.
Agency requests assessment data based on the following geographic area (select area by completing one
of the blanks below):
¨ Tax Codes:

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

X Municipality: _________________________________
Village of Wilmette
¨
_________________________________
¨ Permanent Index Number range: Attach additional sheet if necessary
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
¨ Township:

_________________________________

Requested by
Timothy J. Frenzer
Name: ____________________________________
Signature:
______________________________
Date: ____________________________________
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Exhibit C: Property Images
The Village of Wilmette
__________________________________
(“Agency”) hereby requests access to property images in
accordance with the Agreement, dated _______________, between Agency and the Cook County
Assessor’s Office (the “CCAO”).
The CCAO has developed a computerized database of property images. The CCAO will make this
computerized database of property images available to Agency in JPEG format, subject to the terms and
restrictions and limitations as set forth in the Agreement. In addition to the property images, the CCAO
will provide a file containing Permanent Index Number(s), property image capture date, and a list of
Permanent Index Number(s) that have no property image assigned. A data dictionary is available upon
request.
Agency requests assessment data based on the following geographic area (select area by completing one
of the blanks below):
¨ Permanent Index Number range: Attach additional sheet if necessary
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
X Municipality: _________________________________
Village of Wilmette
¨
¨ Year 1998 Photos
¨ Year 2007 Photos

Requested by
Timothy J. Frenzer
Name: ____________________________________
Signature:
______________________________
Date: ____________________________________
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Exhibit D: Digital Orthophotography (Aerial Photos)
The Village of Wilmette
__________________________________
(“Agency”) hereby requests access to digital
orthophotography (aerial photos) in accordance with the Agreement, dated _______________,
between Agency and the Cook County Assessor’s Office (the “CCAO”).
The CCAO has developed a computerized database of digital orthophotography (aerial photos). The
computerized database of digital orthophotography for Cook County contains 4,486 tiles. The CCAO
will make the computerized database of digital orthophotography available to Agency, subject to the
terms and restrictions and limitations as set forth in the Agreement. The digital orthophotgraphy will be
provided in .tif or .sid format. In addition to the digital orthophotography, the CCAO will provide a
shapefile containing an index of all the tiles for Cook County. Metadata is available upon request.
Agency requests assessment data based on the following geographic area (select area by completing one
of the blanks below):

Village of Wilmette
X Municipality: _________________________________
¨

¨ Township:

_________________________________

¨ Year 1998 Photos

¨ Year 2003 Photos

Requested by
Timothy J. Frenzer
Name: ____________________________________
Signature:
______________________________
Date: ____________________________________
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Exhibit E: Planimetric data
The Village of Wilmette
__________________________________
(“Agency”) hereby requests access to planimetric data in
accordance with the Agreement, dated _______________, between Agency and the Cook County
Assessor’s Office (the “CCAO”).
The CCAO has developed a computerized database of geographic information system (GIS). This
computerized database consists of both planimetric data and cadastral data. The CCAO will make the
computerized database of planimetric data available to Agency, subject to the terms and restrictions and
limitations as set forth in the Agreement. The planimetric data is maintained using ESRI’s ArcGIS
software and is in a geodatabase format specific to ESRI’s product line. Metadata is available upon
request.
Agency requests assessment data based on the following geographic area (select area by completing one
of the blanks below):
¨ Permanent Index Number range: Attach additional sheet if necessary
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
X Municipality: _________________________________
Village of Wilmette
¨
¨ Township:

_________________________________

Requested by
Timothy J. Frenzer
Name: ____________________________________
Signature:
______________________________
Date: ____________________________________
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Exhibit F: Cadastral data
The Village of Wilmette
__________________________________
(“Agency”) hereby requests access to cadastral data in
accordance with the Agreement, dated _______________, between Agency and the Cook County
Assessor’s Office (the “CCAO”).
The CCAO has developed a computerized database of geographic information system (GIS). This
computerized database consists of both planimetric data and cadastral data. The CCAO will make the
computerized database of cadastral data available to Agency, subject to the terms and restrictions and
limitations as set forth in the Agency Agreement. The cadastral data is maintained using ESRI’s
ArcGIS software and is in a geodatabase format specific to ESRI’s product line. Metadata is available
upon request.
Agency requests assessment data based on the following geographic area (select area by completing one
of the blanks below):

¨ Permanent Index Number range: Attach additional sheet if necessary
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
X Municipality: _________________________________
Village of Wilmette
¨
¨ Township:

_________________________________

Requested by
Timothy J. Frenzer
Name: ____________________________________
Signature:
______________________________
Date: ____________________________________
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Exhibit G: Digital Terrain data
The Village of Wilmette
__________________________________
(“Agency”) hereby requests access to digital terrain data
in accordance with the Agreement, dated _______________, between Agency and the Cook County
Assessor’s Office (the “CCAO”).
The CCAO has developed a computerized database of geographic information system (GIS). This
computerized database includes digital terrain data. The CCAO will make the computerized database of
digital terrain data available to Agency, subject to the terms and restrictions and limitations as set forth
in the Agency Agreement.
Agency requests assessment data based on the following geographic area (select area by completing one
of the blanks below):

X Municipality: _________________________________
Village of Wilmette
¨
¨ Township:

_________________________________

Requested by
Name: ____________________________________
Timothy J. Frenzer
Signature:
______________________________
Date: ____________________________________
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Exhibit H: Lidar data
__________________________________ (“Agency”) hereby requests access to lidar data in
accordance with the Agreement, dated _______________, between Agency and the Cook County
Assessor’s Office (the “CCAO”).
The CCAO has developed a computerized database of geographic information system (GIS). This
computerized database includes lidar data. The CCAO will make the computerized database of digital
terrain data available to Agency, subject to the terms and restrictions and limitations as set forth in the
Agency Agreement.
Agency requests assessment data based on the following geographic area (select area by completing one
of the blanks below):

¨ Municipality: _________________________________
¨ Township:

_________________________________

Requested by
Name: ____________________________________
Signature:
______________________________
Date: ____________________________________
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Exhibit I: Oblique Aerial Imagery
__________________________________
(“Agency”) hereby requests access to oblique aerial
The Village of Wilmette
imagery in accordance with the Agreement, dated _______________, between Agency and the Cook
County Assessor’s Office (the “CCAO”).
The CCAO has developed a computerized database of geographic information system (GIS). This
computerized database includes Oblique Aerial Imagery data. The CCAO will make the computerized
database of Oblique Aerial Imagery data available to Agency, subject to the terms and restrictions and
limitations as set forth in the Agency Agreement.
Agency requests assessment data based on the following geographic area (select area by completing one
of the blanks below):

X Municipality: _________________________________
Village of Wilmette
¨
¨ Township:

_________________________________

Requested by
Timothy J. Frenzer
Name: ____________________________________
Signature:
______________________________
Date: ____________________________________
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE OF
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF WILMETTE,
TUESDAY, JUNE 14 AT 6:45 P.M. IN THE TRAINING ROOM, SECOND FLOOR,
WILMETTE VILLAGE HALL,
1200 WILMETTE AVENUE, WILMETTE, IL 60091
Members Present:

Trustee Julie Wolf
Trustee Alan Swanson
Trustee Bob Bielinski

Staff Present:

Michael Zimmermann, Corporation Counsel

Guests Present:

Susan Connor, attorney for Washington Partners LP
Alan Smith, Washington Partners LP
Brigitte Mayerhofer, Director of Engineering
John Kleiss, 1332 Washington
John Russell, 724 Prairie

I.

Call to Order
Chairperson Wolf called the meeting to order at 6:45 p.m. Committee members
Trustee Swanson and Trustee Bielinski were present.

II.

Approval of Minutes: Judiciary Committee Meeting of April 13, 2011.
Chairperson Wolf directed the Committee’s attention to the draft minutes of the
Judiciary Committee meeting of April 13, 2011. No changes or corrections were
offered to the draft minutes.
Trustee Swanson moved that the Committee approve the minutes. The motion
was seconded by Trustee Bielinski. No further discussion occurred on the
motion. Upon a call of the roll the following voted:
Ayes: Trustees Wolf, Swanson and Bielinski.
Nays: None.
The motion carried.

III.

Request of Washington Partners LP to discuss potential amendment of
1333 Washington settlement agreement.
Corporation Counsel Mike Zimmermann said the original agreement was
reached 10 years ago between the Village and Washington Partners regarding a
proposed driveway and curb cut on Washington Avenue. He said the settlement
allowed the proposed driveway but came with certain other conditions. One of
the most significant conditions was that the current home on the property was
going to be torn down and a new home built. In the past 10 years that project did
not happen and is no longer proposed. At this time the owner is looking to do an
addition onto the existing home and build a new garage. The owner of the
property would like to modify the settlement agreement to allow the driveway and
curb cut. The proposed driveway will be approximately 13’ to the left of the
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property. The request was referred to the Judiciary Committee rather than the
Land Use Committee as the case involved previous litigation. The Village Board
would like the Judiciary Committee to determine what public process there
should be in considering this request and after the public process a
recommendation on whether or not to amend the settlement agreement. His
recommendation is to discuss the request with the petitioner and set what type of
public process there should be.
Trustee Wolf asked the applicant to address the request.
Susan Connor, attorney for the petitioner, said the initial proposal to build on
1333 Washington, did not require a curb cut by virtue of the zoning ordinance, no
zoning variations were required for building on the property in 2001. The owners
of the property did not think the property would be marketable as the only access
to the property was by a horse path in the rear of the property and part of the
alley was blocked by a garage on another property.
Trustee Swanson asked if there some type of easement across the back of the
property by the neighbors in the area.
Ms. Connor said the petitioner was not able to get any type of easement
document. Ms. Connor said each property owns their own segment of the
easement but the details of the benefit and burdens of the easement are not
clear on a legal document.
Mr. Zimmermann said it is his opinion in reviewing the documents that the
easement does not meet the definition of a public alley as there are no dedication
documents to the public. In the current circumstance there is not a thoroughfare
as the area is cut off at one end.
Trustee Swanson asked if it is an easement in practice or in fact.
Ms. Connor said the easement is shown on recorded documents but there is no
recorded description of the benefits or burdens to the easement. The
consequence of the property not being a public alley means that the public alley
conditions that may preclude a front curb cut do not exist on this property
because there is no public alley behind this property.
Mr. Smith said 10 years ago he met with the Village Engineer to make sure he
could have a driveway and curb cut before he purchased the property to build a
new home.
Ms. Connor said the Director of Engineering granted the curb cut, the neighbors
objected, the Village Board agreed with the neighbors and an agreement was
reached. Mr. Smith recently sold a portion of the property to a neighbor to make
his property a conforming lot, still leaving Mr. Smith’s property conforming. The
proposed plans create no more driveway than was already approved. Mr. Smith
is proposing a modest modification behind the home and a new garage which will
enhance the property.
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Trustee Wolf said it appears to her that there are the following conditions to be
reviewed; two trees that appear to be in the parkway where the proposed
driveway would be constructed, the new lot size and the new driveway
placement, and the location and size of garage since the home is not being torn
down.
John Kleiss asked if there was a notice requirement for neighbors for this
particular meeting.
Mr. Zimmermann said the notice for this meeting was properly published. He said
it is anticipated that the Judiciary Committee will have another meeting on the
request and there will be a notice requirement for the next meeting.
Mr. Kleiss said it is his understanding that the sale of the lot has not been
completed.
Trustee Wolf asked Mr. Zimmermann to check into the status of the sale of the
lot.
Mr. Kleiss said if the request is granted with the petitioner’s amendment, will the
neighbor at 1327 have the curb cut.
Mr. Zimmermann said the Committee would have to see a site plan and review it
as part of the process.
Ms. Connor said it is her understanding that the curb cut would stay with the
1333 Washington Avenue property.
Mr. Russell said he has no problems with the curb cut but he has a problem with
building on a dedicated private easement for the sole perpetual use of the five
property owners without notifying property owners signing off saying that they
give permission to build something in the easement.
Trustee Bielinski asked the applicant if he was moving the garage from the
previously proposed location.
Mr. Smith said he was not moving the proposed garage, it would be built in the
same area as previously proposed in the settlement.
Chris Peppey, 1325 Washington, said he has used pedestrian access to Prairie
along the easement for many years.
Mr. Zimmermann asked if Mr. Peppey had a document that stated the easement
was for pedestrian access.
Trustee Wolf said she would like the Committee to review documents regarding
the pedestrian easement before the next meeting.
Mr. Zimmermann said the Committee should also review the driveway ordinance
and provide notice to the neighbors of the next meeting.
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Mr. Winschie, 1319 Washington, said he lives where the easement meets the
alley so he has access to the alley. He asked the Village what his responsibility
was when he moved in, he was told that the easement was communal property
and it was up to him to keep the easement property up with his neighbors that
shared the easement. He said somehow 1337 Washington got a permit from the
Village to build a garage and blocked half the alley. He was told the permit at
1337 Washington was issued in error. He said there are other curb cuts on
Washington and people use it to park cars and block the right of way on the
sidewalk.
Ms. Connor said her client would be happy to provide notice to the neighbors.
She does not believe it is fair to reopen pedestrian access which is only 3 feet.
Trustee Swanson asked what 3 feet Ms. Connor was speaking about.
Ms. Connor said in the settlement agreement, 3 feet of the southern part of the
alley, unblocked by the garage is in the proposed amendment.
Trustee Wolf said she would like to gather information and schedule a meeting,
providing notice to neighbors within 250 feet.
The members of the Judiciary Committee agreed to schedule a meeting on
Tuesday, June 28, 2011 at 6:00 p.m.
Mr. Zimmermann said the applicant is to send mailed notice or delivery to
neighbors within 250’ and provide the Village with an affidavit of the notice
delivery.
VII.

Adjournment
At 7:25 p.m., Trustee Swanson moved to adjourn the meeting, seconded by
Trustee Bielinski. No further discussion occurred on the motion. Upon a call of
the roll the following voted:
Ayes:
Trustees Swanson, Bielinski and Chairperson Wolf.
Nays:
None
The motion carried.
Respectfully Submitted,
Michael F. Zimmermann
Corporation Counsel
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE OF
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF WILMETTE,
TUESDAY, JUNE 28 AT 6:00 P.M. IN THE TRAINING ROOM, SECOND FLOOR,
WILMETTE VILLAGE HALL,
1200 WILMETTE AVENUE, WILMETTE, IL 60091
Members Present:

Trustee Julie Wolf (Chair)
Trustee Alan Swanson
Trustee Bob Bielinski

Staff Present:

Michael Zimmermann, Corporation Counsel

Guests Present:

Susan Connor, attorney for Washington Partners LP
Alan Smith, Washington Partners LP
Brigitte Mayerhofer, Director of Engineering
John Klise, 1332 Washington

I.

Call to Order
Chairperson Wolf called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. Committee members
Trustee Swanson and Trustee Bielinski were present.

II.

Request of Washington Partners LP to discuss potential amendment of
1333 Washington settlement agreement.
Corporation Counsel Mike Zimmermann said at the previous meeting on June
14, 2011, there was discussion of the settlement agreement from 2003 for the
1333 Washington property. The settlement required that in order to get the
driveway curb cut, the developer had to tear down the existing home and rebuild
with a Victorian style house. The developer is asking to remove that condition
citing changed conditions over the past eight years and asking that he just be
allowed to build the driveway with a curb cut off of Washington.
Chairperson Wolf asked Mr. Zimmermann to summarize the information he
discovered regarding the alley behind 1333 Washington.
Mr. Zimmermann said the plat of subdivision reserves a private alley for the
residents of that block and dates back to 1910. He noted there is a 10’ strip
reserved for a private alley for residents’ use. Over the course of time, the
Village Code has been amended and there has also been a lot of construction in
the subdivision, so we have to deal with what the current conditions are on the
property. From a legal standpoint, it is his opinion, that historically it has been
the treatment of this alley as a private alley, and has been treated as such by
Village staff. It is his opinion as Corporation Counsel, that it is a private alley and
not an alley that is regulated by the Village Code. When looking at the various
definitions of alley that appear in many different chapters of the Village Code and
looking at the context of the word alley in the Village Code, it requires that our
regulations apply to public alleys. The alley behind 1333 Washington is
something of an anomaly from days gone by and these lots are required to front
on a street under a subdivision code that required access to a street. He said
under the driveway ordinance that is currently written, he does not believe those
regulations apply to the 1333 Washington alley.
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Chairperson Wolf said the 1333 Washington alley is a private alley not a public
alley so therefore it seems reasonable to have access to the street.
Mr. Zimmermann said on the corner lot of Washington there is a house that has
been constructed and the garage sits in the 10’ alley, there is very minimal
access to the private alley from there.
Chairperson Wolf said the central point of the request is for a driveway and curb
cut. The driveway has moved over slightly per the plans presented. Her concern
is the large tree on the parkway that is an Ash tree that appears healthy. She
said there is also another tree in the backyard she is concerned about.
Mr. Klise, 1332 Washington, said the only thing he believes that has changed, is
that the owner of the property is not building a new home. The current home has
been rented out and he wonders if the owner is going to do an addition to the
home. He said if the owner of 1333 Washington is allowed to build a driveway,
there will be three driveways on a street that is less than 500’ from a school and
is a main thoroughfare in the Village. He does not see any reason to change the
settlement agreement.
Ms. Connor provided the notice that was required to be sent to the neighbors by
the owner of 1333 Washington.
Mr. Zimmermann said he will attach the notice to the minutes as well as the
affidavit of delivery from Mr. Smith to 28 properties in the neighborhood.
Chairperson Wolf said the proposed amendments to the settlement agreement
are; changing the location of the driveway, shifting left 13’ because a part of the
property was sold, permit remodeling to the home rather than tearing it down,
in traditional style rather than Victorian style for any such potential future
remodeling. The requirements for driveway and curb cuts do specify that a
reason for objection would be if there were trees that would be damaged or
removed. The two trees in the rear yard of 1333 Washington would be protected
or replaced.
Trustee Swanson said if the tree in the parkway is damaged or needs to be
removed, what would the current ordinance require.
Ms. Mayerhofer said the applicant is required to replace the tree in the public
parkway.
Trustee Swanson asked Mr. Smith what the intent is for the current house on
1333 Washington.
Mr. Smith said his intent would be to sell the property and either do a room
addition or build a new house, if the market changes. He has just rented the
home and would like to build a garage as soon as he is given permission to do
so.
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Ms. Connor said Mr. Smith sold a part of his property to the neighbor, Mr. Lytle,
so his lot would become conforming. Mr. Smith’s lot is smaller now but is still
conforming. She said they measured the proposed driveway and it will be
located 5’ from the current tree in the parkway and they are confident the tree is
not at risk from constructing a driveway. She said with the placement of the
proposed new garage, they do not think the tree in the back of the property is at
risk either.
Trustees Wolf and Swanson said they would like to see a new plan that shows
the new placement of the driveway and the existing tree in the parkway.
Ms. Connor said they are asking for several items: Shift the driveway 13’ west;
Allow the house to be remodeled rather than torn down and a new home built;
Amend the requirements for the protection of the parkway tree.
Ms. Connor said with respect to the new placement of the driveway, the driveway
will take cars off the street.
Mr. Smith said the proposed driveway is directly across the street from the
driveway on the other side of the street.
Ms. Connor said Mr. Lytle, who lives next door, has no plans to build a driveway,
he is proposing a new home with access to the rear of the property. She said
they are proposing a driveway that is in character with the neighborhood.
Trustee Bielinski said he understands that the alley in the rear of the home is
considered a private alley and he asked if any of the other properties with the
private alley ask for a curb cut, would the Village have to approve that according
to the Village Code. He also said there was concern from other neighbors who
share in the easement, but that would be a private matter as the alley is private.
He asked if that was correct.
Mr. Zimmermann said normally the Village will respect private easement rights.
There is a home that has a garage that has been constructed in the easement.
The reservation of the easement on the plat is for access to the rear of these
homes for these property owners. That access is cut off due to the existence of
the garage. That means the surrounding property owners who enjoy the benefit
of the easement have not enforced their rights and allowed the garage to be on
the corner of Prairie and Washington. That raises the question to whether
anybody has enforceable easement rights remaining to the rear of those
properties. He said this happens with old subdivisions and easements where
there is no language on the plat that explains precisely what the easement is for.
The conditions have significantly changed on that block and the Village is taking
the position is that it is truly a private issue regarding the private alley. He said
legally and physically that alley does not meet the Village Code for a public alley,
as public alleys are to be graded and paved. The private alley on Washington
has not been treated as an alley in any respect and does not have any public
dedication language.
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Chairperson Wolf said it seems to her that there appears to be a consensus that
the proposed amendment is reasonable and from a legal point of view there was
an agreement reached and the curb cut is reasonable.
Mr. Klise said according to the ordinance the owners of the property do have a
right to have a driveway but he can’t imagine the home that is non-conforming
will have a garage that will not take out the trees. He has concerns with Mr.
Smith’s intent regarding the home and the driveway on the property. He is
shocked that there is no standard of review for amending the settlement
agreement.
Trustee Swanson asked if parking was allowed on both sides of the street.
Ms. Mayerhofer said parking is only allowed on the south side of the street by
residents.
Trustee Swanson said he is sure parking is an issue for residents living on the
street, but he noted that the houses on the north side of the street all have
driveways because they do not have an alley. He said the houses on the south
side of the street, by definition, do not have an alley either. He said access is
only provided if the alley is public and the Village can control and regulate the
alley. He noted that it is not the Village‘s responsibility to enforce the private
easements, that is up to the property owners that have entered into the mutual
agreement for shared access of the private alley. He believes the only thing the
Village can do is deal with the ordinances that are in place and according to the
ordinance, there is no alley that fits the definition for this property so he would
agree with Mr. Zimmermann that the property owner has every right to have a
driveway as do the other properties. He said the property owner also has to
follow the ordinance regarding the protection of trees in the public right of way
and also on private property.
Mr. Klise said he does not agree with the settlement agreement being changed.
He believes the proposed driveway and curb cut will cause safety issues on the
street.
Trustee Swanson said there are no safety issues as the same safety issues that
apply here, apply on the other side of the street. Safety issues are factual
engineered determined safety issues.
Trustee Bielinski moved to recommend amending the settlement as follows; to
allow the driveway to be moved 13’ to the west, to allow a remodel of the existing
home instead of the teardown called for in the settlement and to keep the
provision that any tree removed or damaged in the parkway must be replaced
according to Village Code, every effort will be made to protect the Silver Maple in
the rear year, a provision that all applicable ordinances continue to apply to the
property and provide an updated plan showing the proposed location of the
driveway, prior to Village Board action, seconded by Trustee Swanson.
Ayes:
Nays:

Trustees Swanson, Bielinski and Chairperson Wolf.
None
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The motion carried.
VII.

Adjournment
At 7:15 p.m., Trustee Bielinski moved to adjourn the meeting, seconded by
Trustee Swanson. No further discussion occurred on the motion. Upon a call of
the roll the following voted:
Ayes:
Trustees Swanson, Bielinski and Chairperson Wolf.
Nays:
None
The motion carried.
Respectfully Submitted,
Michael F. Zimmermann
Corporation Counsel
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